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Abstract 

 

The increase in numbers of students with disabilities in American school districts has 

created the need to study options that have proven successful in meeting a variety of 

students’ educational achievement needs in regular education classrooms. The use of co-teaching 

as a methodology to help meet this need is a worthy research topic.  

A mixed methods study was conducted seeking information from special education and 

regular education middle school teachers in a select Minnesota school regarding co-teaching 

effectiveness, challenges, and benefits to students. The study participants were selected because 

they utilized co-teaching methodologies.  The study may provide guidelines for teachers 

currently employing one of the six researched co-teaching models and for administrators 

contemplating the use of co-teaching models in the classroom in the future.  

 

Statement of the Problem 

Co-teaching methodology pairs a special education and general education teachers in the 

same classroom; this model was initially developed to provide instruction to students with 

disabilities in the regular classroom for a portion of their day rather than serving these students 

extensively in a resource room (Friend & Cook, 1995).   

Between 2011-12 and 2017-18, students in public schools who received special education 

services increased from 6.4 million to 7 million (U.S. Department of Education, 2019). That 

increase in the number of students with disabilities created a need to study options that have 

proven successful in meeting a variety of students’ educational achievement needs in regular 

education classrooms. 

    

Study Purpose and Overview 

The purpose of the mixed methods study was to examine the effectiveness and challenges 

of co-teaching, the benefits to students, and the most frequently employed co-teaching model 

from the Friend and Cook research, 2010, as reported by special education and general 

education teachers in select Minnesota middle schools who have implemented a co-teaching 

model in their classrooms. The study also examined the perceived differences in challenges 

identified by each co-teaching member.    

 

Key Findings 

Significant findings from the survey included: 

• 62.5% of study participants perceived the Parallel Teaching model as very effective. 

• 93.8 % of study participants either agreed or strongly agreed that co-teaching had 

increased the academic achievement of special education students. 

• 93.8 % of study participants either agreed or strongly agreed that co-teaching allowed 

for increased opportunities to provide differentiated instruction. 

• 87.6 % of study participants either agreed or strongly agreed that a lack of planning 

time between co-teaching partners was a challenge. 

• The co-teaching model allowed teachers to differentiate instruction and reflect on 

what was beneficial to student achievement and to quality teaching. 

• Implementation of a co-teaching model requires advanced planning, training of 

teachers and scheduled time to meet during the school day and week.  
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• Challenges occur when placing two teachers’ personalities together. It is essential to 

ensure that the teachers will be able to work together and truly want to be part of the 

co-teaching team.  
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Chapter I: Introduction  

        

In 1975, Public Law 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act was 

enacted (Wilson & Blednick, 2011). “From that historic point on, every school district in the 

country was mandated to provide a free and appropriate education to all children with 

disabilities” (U.S. Department of Education, 2017).   

Before 1975 and the Federal mandate, children with disabilities generally had fewer 

educational opportunities because teachers believed they were not able to educate them. 

“Millions of children were denied an education because educators felt they couldn’t meet the 

needs of students with disabilities” (Wilson & Blednick, 2011, p. 6).   

After 1975 when Public Law 94-142 was initiated in order to meet the needs of students  

with disabilities, students with disabilities were assigned to resource rooms for specific periods  

of time during the day rather than being assigned to mainstream classrooms with their non-

disabled peers (Siegel, 1993). After receiving special educational assistance in those resource rooms, 

they were then mainstreamed into regular education classrooms with their peers for the remainder of 

the day (Siegel, 1993).    

Special Education students’ social and educational goals were written in their Individual 

Educational Plans (IEP). The IEP’s specified the services and accommodations special education 

students needed to receive to succeed in their classrooms (Wilson & Blednick, 2011). These 

students were often taught in building spaces segregated from their classrooms; often they did not 

have access to the same classroom content and instruction as did non-special education students 

to achieve high academic levels (Wilson & Blednick, 2011, p. 7).    

The number of students with disabilities as a percent of the total school population in the 

United States has increased over the years (Pugach & Winn, 2011).  Between 1976-1977 and 
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2004-2005, the percentage of special and education students increased from 8.3% to 13.8%  

(U.S. Department of Education, 2016). The challenges of meeting every student’s needs required 

teachers to differentiate instruction. By pairing a special education teacher with a general 

education teacher, referred to as the co-teaching model, an opportunity was created to 

meet all students’ needs at a higher level (Pugach & Winn, 2011).    

The co-teaching model became even more relevant when the No Child Left Behind Act 

(NCLB) of 2001 was initiated. The Act required all students to have access to the general 

curriculum throughout the course of the school day. It also caused teachers to be held to a higher 

standard, one to which they would be accountable for all students’ achievement outcomes 

(Friend et al., 2010).    

Background   

Since passage of the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB, 2001), the expectations that every 

child succeed with the general education curriculum have increased intensely (Kohler-Evans, 

2005). To meet the expectations of the Act in general and specifically for students with 

disabilities, several new or adapted teaching strategies needed to be implemented including the 

removal of students with disabilities from the mainstream classroom and placement 

in an inclusive room setting. This strategy had not proven to be effective. “Time has taught us 

that students pulled from general education classes and taught in a resource setting do not benefit 

from the instruction of content area teachers” (Kohler-Evans, 2005, p. 260).    

Another strategy developed to better meet the needs of students with disabilities was co-

teaching. Co-teaching is the partnering of a special education teacher with the general education 

teacher, in one classroom, to meet students’ needs. “Co-teaching is the most popular, inclusive, 
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educational model to meet the educational needs of students with disabilities previously enrolled 

in exclusive, segregated settings” (Magiera & Zigmond, 2005).    

An advantage of co-teaching was that the pairing of two teachers brought more expertise 

into the classroom, allowing each teacher to convey their special qualities and knowledge. Each 

teacher can enhance his/her own instructional style. While the general education teacher may not 

have the knowledge or training to close the learning gap with every student, the special education 

teacher may possess different training and knowledge that can contribute to closing the 

achievement gap (Kohler-Evans, 2005, p. 260).            

Six co-teaching models were identified by Marilyn Friend and Lynn Cook (1996) to meet 

the academic needs of all students in the classroom. The six models involved two teachers 

delivering instruction in one classroom. These models included:   

• One Teach, One Observe  

• One Teach, One Assist    

• Station Teaching (teachers rotating among ability groups) 

• Alternative Teaching (teaching a different curriculum to a group) 

• Parallel Teaching (teaching two groups at the same time)   

• Team Teaching (one instruction by two teachers)    

The variety of models is intended to keep the co-teaching relationship fresh and effective. 

In offering different models, different teaching strategies and a range of instructional approaches 

are encouraged (Friend & Cook, 2010).  

Regardless of which model is used, pairing general education and special education 

teachers permits two professionals to share their knowledge on preferred strategies for meeting 

every student’s needs in the classroom (Kohler-Evans, 2005). This is beneficial since the general 
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education teacher often does not know how to properly instruct, or manage students with special 

needs (Kohler-Evans, 2005).    

While co-teaching makes sense, it is not as easy as it might seem (Howard & Potts, 2009). 

It requires proper planning, communication, and collaboration. Teamwork is critical in order for 

co-teaching to be effective. The general education teacher must demonstrate expertise regarding 

general subject content, while the special education teacher must demonstrate knowledge 

regarding differentiation of content to teach students with learning disabilities (Howard & Potts, 

2009). The challenge for educators is to identify the most appropriate co-teaching model to 

enhance the learning of all children while meeting each student’s needs. It takes time and 

patience to execute the successful co-teaching model (Friend & Cook, 2010), and it was found 

that “Co-teachers should recognize that their relationship will evolve over time,” (Friend & 

Cook, 2010, p. 124).   

Significance of the Study   

The increase in the number of students with disabilities in American school districts has 

created the need to study options that have proven successful in meeting a range of students’ 

educational achievement needs in regular education classrooms.    

A mixed methods study of special education and general education teachers, who employ 

co-teaching in a select Minnesota middle school, can contribute to the body of research on co-

teaching effectiveness, challenges and benefits to students. The study may provide guidelines for 

those teachers currently employing one of the six identified co-teaching models and for those 

contemplating using co-teaching models in the classroom in the future.  
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Purpose of the Study   

The purpose of the study was to examine the effectiveness and challenges of co-teaching, 

the benefits of co-teaching to students, and the co-teaching model most frequently reported as 

employed by special education and general education teachers in a select Minnesota middle 

school who have implemented a co-teaching model in their classrooms. The study also examined 

the perceived differences in challenges identified by co-teaching members.    

Statement of the Problem    

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) is focused on serving students 

with disabilities in the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE) (U.S. Department of Education, 

2017). The co-teaching methodology was initially developed to pair special education and 

general education teachers in the same regular classroom to provide instruction to students with 

disabilities for a portion of the day rather than having these students served extensively in a 

resource room. Co-teaching allowed students to be served in the regular classroom the entire day 

(Friend & Cook, 1995).   

Between 2011-2012 and 2017-2018, students in public schools who received special 

education services increased from 6.4 million to 7 million (U.S. Department of Education, 2019). 

That increase in the number of students with disabilities created a need to study options that have 

proven successful in meeting a variety of students’ educational achievement needs in regular 

education classrooms.    

According to research conducted by Konrad, Keesey, Ressa, Alexeeff, Chan, and Peters 

(2014), the prominence of collaboration in the classroom is a high priority to ensure the needs of 

special education students are met. This required teachers to capitalize on opportunities for the 
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students with disabilities while not losing track of meeting all students’ needs to achieve 

academic success (Konrad, Keesey, Ressa, Alexeeff, Chan, Peters, 2014).   

The review of literature illustrated that the co-teaching model can be an effective teaching 

method for all students, depending upon proper planning and preparation of personnel (Friend 

& Cook, 2010). No studies were located that explored the challenges, benefits, effectiveness and 

types of co-teaching models used by co-teaching teams of teachers in Minnesota middle 

schools.   

 Theoretical Framework 

While other models have been created, Friend and Cook identified six co-teaching 

models for the delivery of effective classroom co-teaching practice. Their work provided the 

theoretical framework of the study and for an analysis of the collaborative teaching relationship 

between special education and general education teachers’ in the classroom.  

Friend and Cook’s (1995) six-co-teaching models are as follows:     

• One Teach, One Observe-General education and special education teachers are 

present in the classroom, but one teacher takes the lead while the other teacher 

observes those students who may need additional instruction. The co-teachers rotate 

roles in this model.  

• One Teach, One Assist-One teacher directs instruction while the other teacher 

circulates about the room to provide assistance to those students on who demonstrates 

a need for assistance. Teachers rotate duties during this method.  

• Station Teaching-Students in the class are divided into three to four ability groups. 

The teachers assign tasks to each group for independent learning when not grouped 
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with a teacher. On a rotated basis, each teacher will work with all students in a group 

at their level and the basis of their individual needs.  

• Alternative Teaching-One teacher instructs a large group of students while another 

teacher provides instruction on an alternative lesson to a smaller group of students. 

The lesson taught to each group is identical in content though it is taught at a different 

ability level to assure understanding by all students.  

• Parallel Teaching-Co-teachers instruct the same lesson simultaneously, but the 

students are divided into two groups.  

• Team Teaching-Co-teachers instruct and support all students at the same time. This 

model involves large group instruction that engages the class through constant 

interaction from both teachers.  

Research Questions 

1. How did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota public middle school rate 

the effectiveness of each of the six co-teaching models?    

2. What did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota public 

middle school perceive as benefits to students of using co-teaching in the classroom?    

3. What did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota public 

middle school perceive as challenges in using co-teaching in the classroom?   

4. Which of the six models of co-teaching did co-teaching team members of a select 

Minnesota public middle school report that they used most frequently?  

5. What differences in perceived challenges of using co-teaching in the classroom were 

found between regular education teachers and special education teachers involved in 

co-teaching in a select Minnesota public middle school?  
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Definitions of Terms Used in the Study  

Accommodations: In the purpose of the study, an aid provided to a student to facilitate 

learning. These are written into a student’s IEP to help them with understanding with the 

material or to help them stay focused. Examples of accommodations include having the student 

stand; playing with a fidget to keep the students’ hands occupied, or to have the teacher speak 

with a microphone to aid those students who have hearing disabilities (http://www. 

specialeducationguide.com/special-education-dictionary/).    

Achievement Gap: Any significant and persistent disparity in academic performance or 

educational attainment between different groups of students, such as white students and 

minorities (https://www.edglossary.org/achievement-gap/).   

Adaptations: Accommodations made to help the student feel welcomed in the 

classroom. For example, Autistic students may have an established routine or a certain way they 

need to do things. The teacher may set up their classroom to assist these students in adjusting to 

the classroom without altering the routine to which they have become acclimated to help 

themselves feel comfortable (http://www.specialeducationguide.com/special-education-

dictionary/).   

Collaborative Teaching (Co-teaching): Two teachers jointly working together and 

differentiating their teaching to fit every student’s educational needs (http://www. 

specialeducationguide.com/special-education-dictionary/).    

Co-planning: General education and special education teachers involved in co-teaching 

decide how they will implement instruction to meet the needs of all students (http://www. 

specialconnections.ku.edu/?q=collaboration/cooperative_teaching/teacher_tools/co_planning).   

https://www.edglossary.org/achievement-gap/
http://www.specialeducationguide.com/special-education-dictionary/
http://www.specialeducationguide.com/special-education-dictionary/
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Inclusion: Providing special education students the opportunity to learn alongside their 

peers in the regular education classroom (http://www.specialeducationguide.com/pre-k-

12/inclusion/).    

Individualized Education Program (IEP): A legal document that defines special 

education services between the school district and the parents of a special education student  

(http://www.specialeducationguide.com/special-education-dictionary/).    

Least Restrictive Environment (LRE): Providing education to students with disabilities 

in a classroom setting that is as close to the general education setting as possible as mandated by 

the Individuals with Disabilities Act (IDEA) (http://www.specialeducationguide.com/special-

education-dictionary/).    

Modifications:  These may be up to the teacher discrepancy or written into their IEP. 

Alterations that are made by the teacher to reduce a special education student’s workload or to 

give them few choices on certain tests. Examples of this are to cross off two answers on a 

multiple- choice test to give them a fifty-fifty chance of a correct answer or to provide three 

options on fill in the blank questions (http://www.specialeducationguide.com/special-education-

dictionary/).    

Delimitations 

 The researcher did not conduct research pertaining to the financial aspect of 

implementing the co-teacher model to focus on the effectiveness and challenges of placing two 

teachers in one classroom. 

 The study was limited to limited to Minnesota middle school teachers and to one 

Minnesota school district. 

 

http://www.specialeducationguide.com/pre-k-12/inclusion/
http://www.specialeducationguide.com/pre-k-12/inclusion/
http://www.specialeducationguide.com/pre-k-12/individualized-education-programs-iep/the-iep-process-explained/
http://www.specialeducationguide.com/pre-k-12/individualized-education-programs-iep/the-iep-process-explained/
http://www.specialeducationguide.com/special-education-dictionary/
http://www.specialeducationguide.com/special-education-dictionary/
http://www.specialeducationguide.com/special-education-dictionary/
http://www.specialeducationguide.com/special-education-dictionary/
http://www.specialeducationguide.com/special-education-dictionary/
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Organization of the Dissertation  

The dissertation is organized into five chapters. Chapter I provides the introduction to the 

study, the background, significance of the study, purpose of the study, statement of the problem, 

theoretical framework, research questions, definitions of salient terms of the study, delimitations 

and organization.    

Chapter II is the literature review and examines the models of co-teaching, the benefits 

and challenges of co-teaching models, the overall purpose of pairing a special education and 

general education teacher in the same classroom, and types of co-teaching models.     

Chapter III consists of the methodology of the study. This includes an introduction, 

participants, human subject approval, instruments for data collection and analysis, research 

design, treatment of data, procedures and timeline, and a summary. 

Chapter IV includes research findings, the results of the quantitative and qualitative 

research for each research question, and a summary.  

Chapter V provides conclusions and discussion of the results, limitations of the 

study, and recommendations for professional practice and further research to be conducted.   
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Chapter II: Review of Literature 

       Introduction 

The purpose of the mixed method study was to examine the effectiveness and challenges 

of co-teaching, the benefits to students, and the most used co-teaching model from the Friend and 

Cook research, 2010, as reported by select Minnesota public middle school teachers who  

implement co-teaching models in their classrooms. The study also examined the perceived 

differences in challenges as identified by each co-teaching member.    

A review of literature on the topic of co-teaching resulted in the identification 

of four themes: benefits, challenges, and preferred models of co-teaching.  The first theme 

addresses the advantages of having two teachers in the classroom serving students with 

disabilities and students who may need additional instructional differentiation in the classroom.  

The second theme discusses the challenges of co-teaching. This theme discusses the 

difficulties of planning together as team, conflicting teaching philosophies, establishing routines, 

and sharing a room with equal responsibility.  

The third theme examines the proper steps to create successful co-teaching 

teams. This includes how to divide the roles of each teacher, implementation procedures of the 

purpose of co-teaching and the importance of co-planning.     

The fourth theme introduces the six co-teaching models commonly used in the classroom 

and an analysis of advantages and challenges of each model.    

Benefits of Two Teachers in the Classroom (Co-teaching)   

Marilyn Friend, author of “Co-Teach! A Handbook for Creating and Sustaining 

Classroom Partnerships in Inclusive Schools,” researched the impact of collaboration 

between two teachers in the classroom. Friend emphasized the “power of two” teachers (Friend, 
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2005) who can take full advantage of having two professionals of different expertise in the 

classroom. In the course of time, if two teachers decide to work as a team and have the common 

goal to improve every student’s academic success, the classroom culture will be a positive 

learning environment (Friend, 2005).    

Harvey (2012) found that collaboration brings new ideas and insights into the classroom. 

Two professionals with different skills benefit all students regardless of academic abilities. 

“Collaboration is all about thinking and critical thinking because by combining for a stronger and 

more effective product are increased” (p. 5). The combination of two teachers’ knowledge and 

expertise in one classroom enhances the learning experiences for students. It generates a new 

perspective to the classroom by having two professional teachers who are working together to 

help every student and enriches teaching strategies and student engagement (Harvey, 2012). On 

the same topic, Chanmugam and Gerlach (2013) stated that by pairing two teachers together, it 

offers additional value to instructional activities when two teachers brainstorm together during 

the school day.   

Co-teaching is a valuable way to enhance teaching practices (Friend, 2008). When two 

professionals share their ideas and knowledge, teaching quality becomes more noticeable. The 

knowledge possessed by two teachers provides opportunities for both professionals to build on 

their professional expertise “Given the increasing popularity of co-teaching and implied 

legislative stimulus for it, educators should not only be aware of co-teaching but also enhance 

their knowledge regarding this practice” (Friend, 2008. p. 10). Allowing more professionals to 

work with students of all needs and to have shared responsibilities, will reduce the stress of both 

teachers (Friend, 2008).   
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Conducting peer observations or visiting other classrooms helps teacher colleagues bond 

and discuss what might work in the classroom (Friend, 2008). Feedback of what is beneficial to 

the students and what needs to be improved is helpful. “Co-teachers often benefit from visiting 

classrooms with model co-teaching practices already in place or participating in peer 

observations to exchange feedback on their classroom practices” (Friend, 2008).  As a further 

example, according to Friend and Cook, (2010) by working together, the teachers gain 

perspectives of student behavior and learning capabilities (Friend & Cook, 2010). Teachers then 

understand which students need specialized services and which students need more advanced 

instruction for further education. Two teachers who are committed to co-teaching learn more 

about their students’ learning, their behavior and which students need the extra motivation and 

specialized interventions to help them achieve academic and social success (Friend & Cook, 

2010). 

               Graziano and Navarrette (2012) discussed how two minds can problem solve and 

reflect more effectively and efficiently when working together. Two teachers in a classroom 

allows for differentiated learning activities during a day in the classroom. Teachers 

can differentiate at a higher level, organize group activities, reflect with another professional 

daily and to monitor student understanding more effectively (Graziano & Navarrete, 2012). The 

ability to have impartial learning for the entire classroom is extremely valuable with the co-

teaching model.  There are more advantages of co-teaching than just the interaction of two 

teachers in the classroom (Graziano & Navarrete, 2012). It also allows two professionals to join 

ideas together to form one common lesson plan (Graziano & Navarrete, 2012). Additionally, by 

having two teachers planning and teaching collaboratively, even well-performing students 

improve their academics. “Many students without disabilities appeared to view “heling” students 
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with disabilities as a critical element of inclusion, and there was discussion of reciprocal 

relationships and contributions of students with disabilities” (Shogren et al., 2015).    

Collaboration can also decrease the burden of teachers thinking their job and workload is 

more difficult than those of their peers (Friend & Cook, 2010). When professionals work 

together, they tend to realize the importance of each other’s position and have the knowledge that 

everyone is working diligently to help the school and to benefit student achievement. Once they 

see this, it builds team unity and togetherness (Friend & Cook, 2010). Similarly, Kohler-Evans 

(2005) analyzed the significance of having two professionals conduct instruction in a 

collaborative manner. The pairing of two teachers brings more expertise in the classroom. Each 

teacher conveys a special quality and knowledge. Based on such variety, each teacher can 

enhance his/her own instruction style. The general education teacher may not have the 

knowledge or training to close the learning gap with every student; the special education 

teacher possesses different training and knowledge that can contribute to closing the achievement 

gap (Kohler-Evans, 2005).           

 According to research conducted by Konrad, Keesey, Ressa, Alexeeff, Chan, and Peters 

(2014), the prominence of collaboration in the classroom is a high priority to assure needs of a 

special education student is met. This required teachers to capitalize on opportunities for the 

students with disabilities and to not lose track of meeting all students’ needs to achieve academic 

success (Konrad et al., 2014). On the same topic, Friend (2008) found teachers who have 

worked with students with special needs can be overwhelmed with how to properly assist these 

students.  Special education teachers may have strategies to help a struggling student and can 

assist the classroom teacher in working with special needs students (Friend, 2008). Skills and 

knowledge of each teacher may not be extremely different but putting them together enhances 
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their knowledge and strengthens their weakness (Friend, 2008).  “It is not so much that the 

educator’s knowledge and skills are completely different; rather, the two sets of knowledge and 

skills form a sort of Venn diagram in which there are overlapping similarities and distinct 

differences” (Friend, 2008, p. 11).  

Bresnahan, Conderman, and Pedersen (2009) said that when two teachers work together, 

it takes the burden off the solo teacher isolated in his/her classroom.  With such wide range of 

learning among students, the job of a solo teacher may be rather strenuous. Keeping data and 

continuously monitoring student progress are both time consuming activities but essential for 

student learning providing immediate feedback (Bresnahan et al., 2009). When one teacher 

attempts to meet all students’ needs at a high range of ability, it may evolve into a chaotic 

classroom (Bresnahan et al., 2009).   As a further example, Kohler-Evans, (2005) identified 

that the purpose behind the co-teaching model was to enhance the quality of education for every 

student in the classroom. Teachers have a limited number of hours to provide instruction during 

the course of a year (Kohler-Evans, 2005). Transitions and removing students from the 

classroom can be time consuming and waste valuable instruction time. “Time has taught us that 

students pulled from general education classes and taught in a resource setting do not benefit 

from instruction of content area” (Kohler-Evans, 2005, p. 260).    

Gloria Wilson and Joan Blednick, (2011), authors of “Teaching in Tandem, Effective Co-

Teaching in the Inclusive Classroom,” researched the importance of having proper planning and 

reflection time. For students to achieve success both socially and academically, the proper format 

must be in place and executed daily from co-planning to post-assessments (Wilson & Blednick, 

2011).  Similarly, Chanmugam and Gerlach (2013) found the same importance of daily 

reflection for every teacher after lessons or at the end of the day. When teaching alone, a teacher 
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does not have anyone to give or get feedback from on a regular basis. When teachers plan and 

reflect together, it allows teachers to build on their weaknesses and make their strengths stronger 

(Chanmugam & Gerlach, 2013).  It also allows a collaborative style of teaching other than the 

private individual inclusion shared by a teacher who is solo (Chanmugam & Gerlach, 2013).    

Friend and Cook (2010) discovered the benefits of co-teaching enhances a teacher’s 

professional growth and provides an opportunity to coincide with another professional on a daily 

basis. The teachers can critique and learn from each other to improve student achievement. 

Reflection is an important part of teaching and when there is another set of eyes in the 

room, teachers can problem solve effectively and efficiently (Friend & Cook, 2010).   

 In various schools, the high diversity and wide range of learning complicates teaching to 

assure the entire classroom achieves academic success (Bresnahan et al., 2009). “Classrooms 

contain increased diversity. In some cases, classes contain a spread of five years in skill levels, yet 

teachers must ensure that all students meet state and local standards” (Bresnahan et al., 2009 p. 

37).  The implementation of the co-teacher model allows for differentiated groups of students to 

have time with each teacher (Bresnahan et al., 2009).   

Friend (2008) found that with the differing academic levels of students, teaching in 

a classroom with a wide range of students’ abilities created difficulty in assuring all students’ 

needs are being met. “The requirement that nearly all students reach a high standard of academic 

achievement and that they are taught by highly qualified teachers has prompted focus on this 

service delivery option as a means for addressing legislative mandates” (Friend, 2008, p. 10). 

Teachers in such settings conducted small group instruction and had more one on one time with 

students who excel because they are not lost in a large classroom (Friend, 2008).  Similarly, 

according to Gloria Wilson, “Co-Planning for Co-teaching” (2016), revealed how effective      
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co-teachers use strategies to help all students’ achievement levels ranging from low to high 

(Wilson, 2016). Through delivering instruction and reflecting on outcomes, both teachers 

determine the effectiveness of each strategy and how it pertains to each student in the classroom 

(Wilson, 2016).   

The culture in a co-teaching classroom can further the education quality for all students 

(Friend, 2008). Having two teachers enriching the classroom environment can be beneficial to an 

entire classroom. This model of co-teaching combines each teacher’s skills and knowledge to 

create a learning environment both rigorous and flexible to accommodate every student’s needs 

(Friend, 2008). Similarly, Badiali and Titus, (2010), discussed the positive learning culture 

when two effective teachers are collaborating in the classroom. When two teachers work together 

effectively, not only does it benefit students with disabilities, it helps promote collaboration in 

the entire classroom (Badiali & Titus, 2010). When co-teaching model existed in classrooms 

for a duration of time, teachers who worked side by side increased all student achievement 

(Badiali & Titus, 2010).    

Walsh (2011) described the social importance of keeping students in their classrooms. 

The avoidance of removing special education students from the classroom for specialized 

instruction can have a positive impact socially (Walsh, 2011). The chance that students can be 

accepted by their classmates increased if their classmates do not see special attention from an 

outside resource. Accommodating students in a least restrictive setting allows students to have 

more responsibilities and they are provided more opportunities for quality differentiated 

instruction (Walsh, 2011). A further example is that co-teaching helps meet academic 

achievement of all students in the classroom (Cook & Friend, 2010). In a regular classroom, 

there are many students who are low achieving but may not qualify for special services. When 
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there are two teachers delivering instruction in the classroom, students of all abilities will also 

benefit from differentiated instruction and not just the students who have been identified with 

disabilities (Cook & Friend, 2010). “With two teachers delivering instruction and increasing the 

instructional options for students, all students can have more opportunities to participate actively 

in their learning and thus instructional intensity is increased” (Friend & Cook, 2010, p. 110).  

Cook and Friend (2010) noted the advantages of successful co-teaching are substantial to 

everyone involved. When properly executed, the co-teaching model has the opportunity for 

teachers to write high intensity instructional plans; ability to build foundations and team 

leadership that would not be possible with a single teacher (Friend & Cook, 2010). Co-teaching 

also melds the unique perspectives and strengths of general and special educators to create 

various teaching approaches that could not occur if only one teacher were present (Friend & 

Cook, 2010). Additionally, research conducted by Qi Hang and Karen Rabren (2009) in 

“Examination of Co-teaching, Perspectives and efficacy Indicators” discovered that teachers 

believed that two teachers in one classroom helped students and gave students better self-

perception of their academics. “Several studies have reported that co-teachers have positive 

perceptions of co-teaching. Specifically, co-teachers have felt that their student’s experiences 

improved self-confidence, academic performance, social skills, and peer relationships” (Hang & 

Rabren, 2009, p. 259).  

 The increased contact and modified accommodations within the classroom setting 

allowed students to stay in the mainstream classes (Friend & Cook, 2010). This provides them the 

chance to enhance their social skills and to feel part of their classroom on a daily basis. This is 

essential when working with students with disabilities in order to make transitions less restrictive. 

By keeping them in the regular classroom, a greater opportunity is afforded for social interaction 
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and they feel less of an outcast then when constantly removed from the classroom by a specialist 

(Friend & Cook, 2010). Many students are not eligible for special education services but 

would benefit from special assistance in their education (Friend & Cook, 2010). “At the very 

least, the knowledge and skills that special education and general education teachers learn from 

one another can be applied to other students” (Friend & Cook, 2010, p. 435).   

Interaction between teachers in the co-teaching setting is important for students to 

observe to understand how people can work together in a positive and professional manner 

(Treahy & Guranus, 2010). As team teaching starts to develop, the give and take interaction 

allows for constant engagement and different voices to keep students attention. “It slows the pace 

of challenging lessons and ensures that we provide clear, easy-to-understand steps for students 

who may need an extra boost” (Treahy & Guranus, 2010, p. 485). Similarly, according to 

Chanmugan and Gerlach (2013), when two teachers display a strong collaborative partnership, it 

models positive behavior on how to work together professionally. “Collaborative skills are 

critical for success in many professional environments, including effective work in school 

settings where educators, administrators, psychologist, counselors, social workers, nurses, and 

others partner to educate children and adolescents” (Chanmugan & Gerlach, 2013, p. 111). 

It also provides students an example of how to work together and to be part of a team to benefit 

everyone (Davis-Wiley & Cozart, 1998).   

Challenges of the Co-teaching Team  

Even though the benefits of co-teaching are well documented, Fluijt, Bakker and Struyf 

(2016) believed placing two teachers in a classroom is not that easy. It can be problematic for two 

teachers to agree on what path is needed to enable certain students to be successful in the 

classroom (Fluijt et al., 2016). According to the European Journal of Special Needs Education, 
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administrators have felt the need to facilitate the process. “The analysis points out that 

administrators feel challenged to facilitate the co-teaching process at different levels in and 

outside the school, and to develop normative and substantive knowledge about co-teaching” 

(Fluijt et al., 2016, p. 195).   

Marleen Pugach and Judith Winn (2011) noted that to have successful co-teaching, 

there needed to be a full buy-in between both teachers in order for them to be effective. Teachers 

are accustomed to teaching alone, and in some cases, a general education teacher may not feel 

the need to have a special education teacher in the classroom (Pugach & Winn, 2011). The 

general education teacher in this case would rather call on the special education teacher only 

when needed (Pugach & Winn, 2011). Pairing two teachers with different skills may create a 

conflict of interest in teaching styles and goals. For co-teaching to succeed, each teacher must be 

willing to accept the challenge and have comparable personalities to be able to work with their 

colleague. “Volunteers for co-teaching were more satisfied than non-volunteers and that 

volunteers reported greater mutual respect for their co-teachers than those who did not volunteer” 

(Pugach & Winn, 2011, p. 37).  

In “Getting to know your Partner,” Jane Sileo (2011) states that when two teachers come 

together, they need to openly communicate to assure the co-teaching process is effective. This 

may include talking about their teaching philosophies, roles, and their goals for the classroom. 

As the two teacher’s relationship grows and different situations arise, communication between 

teachers need to be clear and concise. The open interaction between the two teachers creates a 

shared a responsibility in the classroom (Sileo, 2011). “Co-teachers come together with 

dissimilar personal and professional values that they must identify, state, and combine in an 

effort to create positive academic and social climates for all students in their classroom settings” 
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(Sileo, 2011, p. 34). This is especially important if one teacher is a general education teacher and 

one is a special education teacher. The general education teacher is accustomed to working alone 

and so when another teacher comes into the classroom, he/she may feel intruded upon and 

friction may occur (Sims, 2008). The special education teacher may be viewed as a subordinate 

to classroom teacher in the eyes of students (Sims, 2008).      

When conflicts among co-teachers occur, it can be detrimental to the classroom 

environment and can be difficult to find a resolution (Boyer & McMillen, 2012). “Conflict 

between co-teachers is one of the most perilous and difficult to overcome scenarios that schools 

face when enacting the system” (Boyer & McMillen, 2012, p. 15). On the same topic, teaching 

philosophies vary from teacher to teacher; individual teachers focus on different issues when in 

front of students. This can cause confusion and frustration among both teachers and students 

(Davis-Wiley & Cozart, 1998). The perception is not that either teacher is teaching the subject 

the wrong way, but that they have different perspectives and ways of teaching the subject 

manner. This becomes difficult and bothersome for teachers when they are not flexible and 

believe they have the best possible way of teaching the subject (Davis-Wiley & Cozart, 1998).   

Ethical decisions can also become a problem between teaching styles. If one teacher is 

more aggressive or controlling than the other, it might not bode well with their counterpart 

(Davis-Wiley & Cozart, 1998). Confidentiality may also raise an issue. If co-teachers are 

uncomfortable around each other, they may not feel safe to share certain student information 

with each other. “A teacher may find her/himself working with someone who is not very 

enthusiastic about co-teaching. They may feel threatened, knowing their foibles will be 

witnessed by another professional” (Davis-Wiley & Cozart, 1998, p. 9). As a further example, 

creating a co-teaching team may cause some hesitation from administration because the 
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relationship between the two teachers must be the right fit to work well (Wilson & Blednick, 

2011). “(It) require(s) high levels of teaching expertise, demand knowledge of both curriculum 

and remediation, and require time and effort for adequate planning” (Wilson & Blednick, 2011, 

p. 12). Co-teacher concerns may include that all students might not receive fair treatment 

throughout the day. The needs of special education students may be addressed before those of the 

general education students (Wilson & Blednick, 2011).   

 According to Kosko and Wilkins, it takes some time and training for teachers to prepare 

to educate students with special needs. Courses are offered in college but teaching strategies 

are not usually offered (Kosko & Wilkins, 2008). Quality professional development for teachers 

and administrators is vital so that teachers are prepared for classes of students with high learning 

disability needs. “Administrators and special education teachers ranked behavioral assessments 

and inclusion strategies in the top three areas needed for professional development” (Kosko & 

Wilkins, 2008, p. 4). Another challenge is the general educator’s ability to educate students with 

learning disabilities may be limited due to the lack of resources and education to accommodate 

these students’ needs (Kosko & Wilkins, 2008). “Since teacher efficacy has been shown to be 

reliable predictor of teacher actions, an analysis of teachers efficacy concerning inclusion may 

inform teacher training efforts that could potentially impact teachers’ actions toward students 

with special needs in their classrooms” (Kosko & Wilkins, 2008, p. 2).   

Friend, (2008) found that one concern teachers had during their experience in co-

teaching, is the lack of planning time. Special education teachers and general education teachers 

may not have the same planning period; Individual Education Plans (IEPs) meetings for students 

with learning disabilities can be rather difficult for both teachers to attend (Friend, 2008). 

Additionally, adequate and consistent planning time is essential to a quality co-teaching team.  
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In many cases a realistic option is to consider planning as a two-component process. The 

first component involves sharing key decisions and discussing the most critical topics, a 

type of planning that occurs periodically, but at least once per month, for a class period, 

an hour, or whatever planning time can be made available. The companion to this 

planning is the second component which includes the on-the-fly conversations that occur 

on a daily or as needed basis. (Friend, 2008, p. 12)    

Co-teaching is not always limited to having one special education teacher in the same 

room the entire day (Friend, Cook, Hurley-Chamberlain, Shamberger, 2010). It may occur for a 

certain period of time, or just one class to accommodate the needs for one student with a 

disability (Friend et al., 2010). Similarly, according to Sims, (2008) planning as a team needs to 

be conducted properly to assure both teachers know the instructional approach that will be taken 

during a lesson. Both teachers willing to work together by including each other in lesson 

planning is a necessity (Sims, 2008). Teachers who hold the same authority level in the 

classroom will get the most out of their students and can build a positive learning environment 

(Sims, 2008). A further example of this is in Uzuner and Grugur (2010) co-teaching study, “A 

Phenomenological Analysis of the Views on Co-teaching Applications in the Inclusion 

Classroom” the co-teaching meetings are as important to the process as is the actual 

teaching. The meetings need to be student focused and efficient to respect each professional’s 

time during the process (Uzuner & Grugur, 2010). They found that at times, the special education 

teacher experienced frustration due to the process of always waiting for the general education 

teacher and never meeting the full 30 minutes of planning time that they were allotted (Uzuner & 

Grugur, 2010).   
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If meetings are changed or not held at all, the result can be confrontational among 

teachers of what their priorities are when it comes to co-teaching (Uzuner & Grugur, 2010). 

“Time to meet is a constant problem but making the time to accommodate a successful and 

meaningful meeting is essential to the co-teaching relationship” (Uzuner  & Grugur, 2010, p. 8). 

Similarly, according to Friend and Cook (2010), the common obstacle of co-teaching is the 

clarification of the amount of “authority” each teacher might hold. Teachers do not want to feel 

like an assistant and should be treated as professionals with their co-teacher. “If one or several 

individuals are perceived by others as having significantly greater decision-making power or 

more valuable knowledge or information, collaboration cannot occur” (Friend & Cook, 2010, p. 

10). As a result of the responsibilities not divided equally, the general education teacher may 

assume the majority of the responsibilities in the classroom (Wilson & Blednick, 2011). “Many 

co-teachers fall into routines where the general education teacher is responsible for most 

elements including curriculum, pacing, lessons, test preparation, and grading” (Wilson & 

Blednick, 2011, p. 59). In these cases, this leads to more of a support role for the special 

education teacher rather than both teachers sharing equal status (Wilson & Blednick, 2011).    

In Davis-Wiley and Cozart (1998) research, “Are Two Instructors Better Than One? 

Planning, Teaching and Evaluating a Deux,” noted that pairing the teachers is an important 

aspect to consider and both teachers need to be on board in order to run a successful classroom. 

Both teachers need to have equal ownership of the classroom and students need to view each 

teacher as equal to the other to have an effective classroom (Davis-Wiley & Cozart, 1998). 

Additionally, the obstacle to meet every student’s needs becomes a challenge that requires a 

collaborative effort (Konrad et al., 2014). “General Educators and special education teachers 

must work together to ensure access to the standards while at the same time maintaining careful 
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attention to the driving force for the education of students with disabilities, the individualized 

education program (IEP)”  (Konrad et al., 2014, p. 77).   

Building a Co-teaching Team  

Teachers should believe that the co-teaching experience is rewarding and beneficial to 

their teaching practices as well as to the academics of their students (Friend & Cook, 2010). 

“Typically, success in collaboration leads to increased commitment to future collaboration, and 

so beliefs and attitudes become increasingly positive” (Friend & Cook, 2010, p. 13). This is 

deemed important since there are so many time constraints and stressful conditions that may 

arise during the course of a school day; team members need to be respectful of each 

other’s profession (Friend & Cook, 2010).   

The co-teacher relationship is essential to be carefully considered and both teachers 

should be in the co-teaching model on a volunteer basis, be on the same page and have 

confidence in the teacher-teacher relationship (Pugach & Winn, 2011). The partnership among 

teachers cannot be forced and as non-volunteer co-teaching partners do not have the same mutual 

respect for their counterpart than those that volunteer. “Volunteers for co-teaching were more 

satisfied than non-volunteers and that volunteers reported greater mutual respect for their co-

teacher than those who did not volunteer” (Pugach & Winn, 2011, p. 37).   

Collaboration is formed around trust and being able to rely on the other teaching partner 

(Friend & Cook, 2010). “Only after a period of time in which trust and, subsequently, respect are 

established can school professionals feel relatively secure in fully exploring collaborative 

relationships” (Friend & Cook, 2010, p. 13). Each team member should be aware of what 

he/she is accountable for and what the team members’ expectations are during the course of the 

day and school year (Friend & Cook, 2010). Similarly, according to Pugach and Winn (2011), 
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the relationship between the two teachers is instrumental to make a dynamic classroom. Roles 

need to be established and each teacher needs to assume equal value among the students in the 

classroom. Students should not see one teacher having more control than the other teacher. 

Collaboration of two teachers should be evident as an equal partnership to highlight the range of 

skills each teacher brings into the classroom to accomplish identical status of the teaching 

colleague (Pugach & Winn, 2011).    

Forming a teaching culture takes time and communication. Teachers, who discuss 

what the best for students plan together on a regular basis, will experience more success in co-

teaching (Friend, 2008). Discussions that take place on a regular basis to assure instruction is 

clear and precise among the co-teaching team are recommended. The teaching relationship 

should appear fluent and seamless to the affect that both teachers are working with all students 

while addressing individual needs (Friend, 2008). When conflicts occur in classrooms, the shared 

responsibility of problem solving needs to be communicated thoroughly to assure that everyone 

is on the same page (Friend & Cook, 2010). The teachers need to meet with each other to address 

the concerns of the student and to problem solve. “Whether conflict or resistance emerges as part 

of teams, consultation, co-teaching, or interactions with paraeducators, your knowledge of 

problem-solving strategies and communication skills are the tools that enable to you address 

such situations confidently” (Friend & Cook, 2010, p. 318). This can be the most critical part of 

the teamwork on a daily basis and should be professional to help students in redirection and 

success (Friend & Cook, 2010).    

 Susan and Frank Gately (2001) believed that to keep the collaborative partnership, co-

teachers need to be able to receive constructive criticism from their fellow teachers. This 

allows them to stress certain ways to improve instruction, manage student behavior, and to 
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keep communication lines open for the teachers. Collaboration also allows teachers to focus on 

aspects of their strengths and weaknesses to help improve their instruction (Gately & Gately, 

2001). Teamwork also developed a collaborative partnership between the two teachers, often 

noted by students, and provided the perception that the teachers have equal control and 

responsibility. On the same topic, in a study conducted by Chanmugam and Gerlach (2013), they 

found it is vital for teachers to be able to work together and be willing to put their differences 

aside to make the relationship work. Teamwork involves planning lessons together and to co-

exist to form a working partnership in the classroom (Chanmugam & Gerlach, 2013).   

The general education and special education teacher who are consistently working and 

being labeled as equal partners will start being viewed by parents and students as having equal 

power (Kohler-Evans, 2005). This includes having both names on report cards, open house 

meetings and parent-teacher conferences and co-ownership of materials, supplies, books and 

classroom arrangement (Kohler-Evans, 2005). “Both teachers are responsible for all the students 

in the classroom, therefor both teachers should be fully represented when it comes to all aspects 

of classroom identification,” (Kohler-Evans, 2005, p. 262). As a further example, the roles 

during instructional time may include one teacher asking the other teacher to clarify the concept 

one more time or to give another example to help students identify the concept more clearly 

(Treahy & Guranus, 2010). By questioning, it allows for redirection and the special education 

teacher can ask the question that the other students might be afraid to ask.    

Co-teaching styles and preparing for each class may be accomplished through 

Professional Development (Friend, 2008). This provides time for co-teachers to talk to other co-

teachers and discuss what works and what does not. Meeting once a week with other co-teachers 

to discuss their accomplishments and challenges will help them trade ideas and expand their 
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ideas in the classroom (Friend, 2008). Additionally, Procedures are important to establish 

leadership and participation (Friend & Cook, 2010). Successful teams have strong leadership and 

function productively. Establishing roles and responsibilities will build a strong collaborative 

team (Friend & Cook, 2010). “Time and availability to carry out essential tasks may be the 

critical contribution that one person offers” (Friend & Cook, 2010, p. 11).  

Quality teamwork starts with sharing the same goals and creating a shared planning 

process (Friend & Cook, 2010). By sharing duties and responsibilities individually before 

meeting as a team, it will evolve into more effective and efficient planning process. “The 

combination of shared planning and an appropriate division of the planning labor results in 

efficient and effective use of time, and it also can be applied to intervention assistance or 

response-to-intervention meetings, consultation, and other collaborative services” (Friend & 

Cook, 2010, p. 15). Collaboration in teaching styles may mean for teachers to change their styles 

and inclinations to teach a certain way to make teaching with another adult more effective for 

student achievement (Friend & Cook, 2010). 

Team members who identify their roles will help strengthen the team to achieve their 

goals (Bursuck & Friend, 2011). Teams who address their individual strengths and weaknesses 

will cause for less distraction and conflicts during the school year (Bursuck & Friend, 2011). “As 

an effective member, you will recognize your strengths and use them to enhance the team; you 

also will be vigilant so your weaknesses do not interfere with the team’s accomplishing its tasks” 

(Bursuck & Friend, 2011, p. 80). Similarly, according to Howard and Potts (2009), during 

meetings, it is important that both teachers discuss what strategies will be used for a variety of 

students. “If the co-teaching team initially plans instruction to include some of these strategies, 

more students will be successful” (Howard & Potts, 2009, p. 5).  
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Interventions and strategies should be discussed during co-teaching meetings in which 

minor details agreed upon before the issues become too great (Friend & Cook, 2010). Some of 

these are simple issues that may seem minor but need to be addressed to pursue a quality 

classroom to assure that there is parity among both teachers. These include shared participation 

in calling the parents, changing the student’s assigned seat, grading assignments, or conferring 

with a student (Friend & Cook, 2010).   

To allow meetings and planning periods to be efficient and to effectively use the time, 

roles such as facilitator, recorder, and timekeeper are to be identified and rotated on a weekly 

basis (Bursuck & Friend, 2011). Informal team roles such as compromiser, information seeker, 

and reality checker will be instituted if a certain situation may occur (Burcuck & Friend, 2011). 

“These roles are not usually assigned, but team members ensure that they are fulfilled as the need 

arises,” (Bursuck & Friend, 2011, p. 81). Additionally, the roles of each of the teachers should be 

established when the co-teachers start to plan. This helps prevent the special education teacher 

feeling like an assistant to the general education teacher (Friend & Cook, 2010). Teaching teams 

that struggled exhibited less collaboration and their different teaching styles often led to 

conflict (Friend & Cook, 2010).      

The planning periods and who needs to do what tasks should occur well before the school 

begins (Howard & Potts, 2009). This can begin with a checklist to assure that each person is on 

the same page and even the simplest task gets accounted for by a team member (Howard & Potts, 

2009). On the same topic, team goals are to be clear and concise to assure complete 

understanding among all team members (Bursuck & Friend, 2011). Two types of goals that were 

addressed by Bursuck and Friend included task goals and maintenance goals. Task goals include 

to be on intervention teams, needs for specific students and the overall progress of the students’ 
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academic success. Maintenance goals include beginning and ending meetings on time, finishing 

the agenda, improving communication, and listening to team members perspective of the 

effectiveness of both the task goals and maintenance goals (Bursuck & Friend, 2011).  

The instructional planning and presentation are key components of co-teaching (Gately & 

Gately, 2001). Common instructional planning is vital and needs to occur on a daily basis at a 

certain time to keep a routine.  In order to have cohesiveness, lesson planning developed together 

will avoid having one teacher not knowing what the lesson pertains (Gately & Gately, 2001). As 

the two teachers become competent in each other’s ability, the more comfortable they will be to 

teach together. “This mutuality of planning continues to expand, until the two teachers reach the 

collaborating level. Now planning becomes ongoing and shared” (Gately & Gately, 2001, p. 

44). It will open communication and shared ideas. “This occurs when the two teachers realize the 

need for an on-the-spot change in the lesson and agree to change course during the lesson to 

accommodate learners who may be struggling with a concept being presented” (Gately & Gately, 

2001, p. 44).   

The more planning is shared, the easier the instructional flow will be in presenting 

lessons. At first, the adjustment to work together will be an ongoing process. There may be a 

sense of separation of who is in charge and who may appear to be an assistant. “At the beginning 

level, the instructional presentation places one teacher in the role of the ‘boss’ who ‘holds the 

chalk,’ and the other teacher in the role of ‘helper’” (Gately & Gately, 2001, p. 44). In this 

case, special educators will start to take over small groups and directing student activity. They 

may also present mini-lessons but the overview of the appearance is that the general education 

teacher is still in charge.   
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The culture of the classroom needs to be created and the students should be comfortable 

with having two teachers in the classroom. Both teachers need to interact with every student to 

prevent any isolation and to help provide the sense that both teachers are there to help every 

student (Hang & Rabren, 2009). To attain a positive learning culture in a classroom, it requires 

teachers to model a positive working relationship throughout the entire day (Pugach & Winn, 

2011). Collaboration among teachers requires communication, planning and consistent 

reflection (Pugach & Winn, 2011). “Cultures were all described as cultures of sharing, 

collaboration, and inclusion and as schools in which special education was viewed as a support 

rather than as a crutch” (Pugach & Winn, 2011, p. 40).        

In order to have a cohesive partnership in co-teaching, teachers have to be ready for a 

change in their approach in the classroom (Friend, 2008). This can be a difficult process and if 

not done properly, it can have negative effects in a classroom. Working with other teachers in a 

classroom can be intimidating and create fear that others may look down on them. “Classroom 

teachers may fear that special educators will judge their teaching. Special Educators may worry 

that others will question the value of their work, or even that their jobs might be eliminated” 

(Friend, 2008 p. 50). As a further example, a teacher’s attitude can have an overwhelming effect 

on all students but may have a drastic negative influence on students with learning disabilities 

(Kosko & Wilkins, 2008). This is because students with disabilities already have the belief that 

they are destined to fail. Having a teacher with a negative influence only accelerates their 

belief even more (Kosko & Wilkins, 2008).        

When two teachers began working together, communication may be a barrier (Gately & 

Gately, 2001). The two teachers are working to create a professional working relationship but are 

in unfamiliar territory. The general education teacher is not accustomed to having someone share 
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responsibilities and may experience a sense of intrusion or invasion (Gately & Gately, 2001). 

The special education teacher may believe that his or her importance is not valued and may be 

uncomfortable in the classroom setting. This may lead to conflict and appear that there is just 

another adult in the room (Gately & Gately, 2001).   

In “Understanding Co-teaching Components,” Gately and Gately (2001) stated that there 

were eight components that make co-teaching relationships work. The components consisted of 

the following: 1. Interpersonal Communication 2. Physical Arrangement 3. Familiarity with the 

Curriculum 4. Curriculum Goals and Modifications 5. Instructional Planning 6. Instructional 

Presentation 7. Classroom Management 8. Assessment (Gately & Gately, 2001). Similarly, 

Gately and Gately identified the three stages in which are developed in the co-teaching phase. 

The three stages consist of the Beginning stage, Compromising stage, and the Collaborating 

stage. The Beginning Stage is guarded and carefully communicated, and it slowly develops into 

the Compromising stage, where there is a give and take communication. The final stage is the 

collaborating stage which has open communication and interaction (Gately & Gately, 2001). 

Interpersonal communications was the key component to making the relationship effective. 

Communication may be limited in the beginning but as the relationship grew, communication  

improved. “Teachers also begin to give and take ideas, develop respect for a different 

communication style, increase their appreciation of the humor of some classroom situations, and 

increase their own use of humor in communication” (Gately & Gately, 2001, p. 40).  

As the collaborative level developed, so did nonverbal signals used for communicating 

ideas. A positive relationship was then created between the general and special education teacher 

and served as a positive role model for others (Gately & Gately, 2001). The familiarity with the 

curriculum tends to be troublesome for special education teachers. They may feel less confidence 
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and the general education teacher may not have confidence in the curriculum knowledge of the 

special education teacher. “The general education teacher may have limited confidence in the 

special educators’ ability to teach the curriculum and may be reluctant to ‘give over the chalk’ to 

the special education teacher” (Gately & Gately, 2001, p. 43). When the levels of competence 

and confidence grow, general education teachers are more willing to modify and share their 

planning and form a collaborative partnership (Gately & Gately, 2001).   

Setting the curriculum goals and modifications takes teamwork and extra planning time 

to assure all students’ goals are being met. Making the necessary modifications and developing 

modified tests will be the strengths of the special education teacher. “This differentiation marks 

the collaborative stage for both teachers. From this differentiation, modifications of content, 

activities, homework assignments, and tests become the norm for students who require them” 

(Gately & Gately, 2001m p. 44). As more collaborative learning and teaching grows, the 

students begin to accept the two teachers as a mutual relationship with equal control. To make 

this happen, equal balance should occur when instructing. “As the two teachers move into the 

compromising stage, there is more communication and mutual development of rules and routines 

for the classroom” (Gately & Gately, 2001, p. 45).  

To keep the relationship of the co-teachers as one of equality, the special education 

teacher should focus on developing modified outlines, organizational strategies, and study skills 

(Gately & Gately, 2001). Behavior management should be collective for both teachers; they need 

to be present when presenting and reinforcing rules. To do this, modeling the behaviors and 

communicating among each other assures they are not stepping on individual roles. When the 

classroom management rules and expectations are established, individual behavior plans also 

need to be done on a collaborative effort. “At this stage it is common to observe individual 
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behavior plans, use of contracts, tangible rewards, and reinforcers, as well as community-

building and relationship-building activities as a way to enhance classroom management” 

(Gately & Gately, 2001, p. 45). With this type of implementation, it will keep the teachers at a 

collaborative level knowing each other’s roles and responsibilities.    

Space is limited in classrooms and so having two teachers’ workspaces in one room 

can lead a cluttered feel in the room (Wilson, 2016). To limit the amount of unnecessary space 

used, Gloria Wilson suggested that teachers discuss desk usage. Questions to ask included: 

How often are the materials in the drawers used? How much time is spent at the desk or how 

often are the files in the desk being accessed? (Wilson, 2016). After the materials and usage of 

the desk is discussed, teachers may often find alternative space for certain items and free up 

space in the classroom (Wilson, 2016).  Arranging the classroom to fit each teacher’s strengths 

allows time for both teachers to discuss the environment they want to create and allow an easy 

flow in the classroom (Wilson 2016). The optimal arrangement of the classroom allows easy 

transitions from group work to whole group lessons (Wilson, 2016).   

The physical arrangement of a classroom may appear as divided in the beginning. The 

special education teacher has his/her own space and materials as does the regular education 

teacher. As the relationship moves forward and teachers are comfortable in working in each 

other’s space, there is more of a supplemental flow of movement during construction as 

materials and space is evenly dispersed (Gately & Gately, 2001). Similarly, according to Wilson 

(2016) the students’ desks should be organized to allow for easy transitions based on the 

students’ needs. Teachers’ having free range and access to every student in the classroom 

allows both teachers to feel comfortable while giving instruction (Wilson, 2016). “A chair may 
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be placed in the center, and co-teachers can easily and effortlessly access every student” (Wilson, 

2016, p. 14).      

Types of Co-teaching  

Marilyn Friend and Lynne Cook identified six different types of co-teaching models. The 

models are used to enhance the instruction that normally cannot be done with a single teacher 

(Cook & Friend, 1995). These models offer a variety of strategies to enhance instruction of all 

student’s abilities (Cook & Friend, 1995). The six different models for co-teaching included; 

One teach, One observe; One Teach, One assist; Parallel teaching; Alternative teaching; Station 

teaching; and Team teaching (Cook & Friend, 1995).     

One teach, One observe   

In this model, its main purpose is for data collection. It may include designing 

instruction, grouping students, responding to inappropriate behavior, and monitoring student 

progress (Friend & Cook, 2004). Examples of this may include documenting which students 

raise their hand during whole group instruction or which students are accurately completing 

sample problems on their white board (Friend, 2014). When teachers become comfortable, they 

may also gather data on each other’s practice to further enhance their instruction (Friend, 2014). 

Teachers need to alternate roles in this type of model to prevent students from looking at one 

teacher as more superior to the other teacher (Friend & Cook, 2004).  

One teach, One assist   

In this model, both co-teachers are present, but one takes the lead while the other teacher 

circulates and assists. There is little collaboration during this instruction period and the teacher 

who assists seeks to clarify certain parts of instruction for those students who seem to be 

confused (Friend & Cook 1996).  This model requires little co-planning (Friend & Cook, 2010). 
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In order for both teachers to establish equal power and control among the students, this 

model requires to be implemented in a way that it does not appear that one teacher is an aide to 

the other teacher (Friend & Cook 1996). This model can lead to having teachers have split 

roles; students view one teacher as having more power than the other (Friend & Cook 1996).    

If this model is used, teachers meet more regularly to reflect and discuss. “They need to 

reflect, redirect, and try a co-teaching model that lowers the ratio of students to teachers and 

enables co-teachers to better assess learning, adjust instruction, and give more students 

opportunities to respond” (Wilson, 2016, p. 5).  The advantages of this type of model are that 

students can receive individual attention and will receive reminders to stay on task without being 

prompted by the lead teacher. Certain students can be attended to and little planning is needed 

for this co-teaching model (Wilson & Blednick, 2011). This type is best used when teachers lack 

time to plan and when there is whole group instruction. At times, the special education teacher 

may not be as familiar with the content but will have insight to get through to lower ability 

students by revising what the general educator is delivering (Wilson & Blednick, 2011).   

The disadvantages of this model are that one teacher may dominate the classroom and the 

other teacher may feel inferior or like an assistant rather than having equal power (Friend & 

Cook, 1996). The power struggle and teachers believing they are not being utilized correctly 

could become a struggle in the classroom and when working with students. Students need to see 

both teachers as having of equal power and control and students will start to expect immediate 

assistance (Friend & Cook, 1996). Too much movement in the classroom may also cause 

distractions in the classroom and having individual conversations during a lesson may cause 

disturbances to students and the other instructor (Friend & Cook, 2010). “When professionals are 
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walking around they can be a visual distraction, and when they whisper to individual students 

they may be an auditory distraction,” (Friend & Cook, 2010, pp. 120-121). 

Station teaching   

This model of teaching divides the class into three to four different groups. These groups 

can be divided by ability and assigned tasks for independent learning when they are not with a 

teacher (Friend & Cook, 2010). These groups rotate and each teacher works with all students 

at their level on the basis of students’ needs (Friend & Cook, 2010). This should not be confused 

with ability learning groups, as all students will have a rotation with each teacher (Friend & 

Cook, 2010). “Further, because in this approach each teacher instructs all of the students, albeit 

in different groups, the equal status of both the students and the teachers can be maximized, and 

so parity is clearly established” (Friend & Cook, 2010, p. 117).   

This model of teaching reduces the teacher to student ratio and increases student 

engagement as well as placing students in ability groups to learn with their peers who are at the 

same level of learning (Friend & Cook, 1996). The disadvantages of this model are that it 

requires more planning and the level of the noise in the classroom may increase. Management is 

essential for this model since students will need to be able to work independently and 

collaboratively when not in their station with a teacher (Friend & Cook, 1996).   

Alternative teaching   

This form of a co-teaching model is where one teacher instructs a large group while 

another teacher instructs an alternative lesson to a smaller group. This is still the same lesson but 

is taught at a different ability level to assure understanding from all students (Friend & Cook, 

2010). It is often used when there is a wide differentiation level among the students in the 
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classroom (Friend & Cook, 2010). This is referred to as the “back-table” model (Wilson, 2016) 

to help assist those students who are struggling well below grade level.    

The benefit of this model is to provide a high level of instruction to a certain group that 

meets all of their needs. The alternative lesson is meant for students who may not grasp the 

concept but are given the chance to have differentiated instruction in a smaller group. This model 

also gives students the chance to have individualized attention (Friend & Cook, 2010).   

One of the challenges of this model is that it can be overused  (Wilson & Blednick, 

2011). This can cause a division in the classroom and make students feel less important to not be 

part of the large group instruction. Taking students to another part of the classroom may cause 

students to have a negative opinion on those being taken out or removed from the whole group 

(Friend & Cook, 2010). Rotating students from these groups is important as all students see it as 

an opportunity to be part of a small group rather than being segregated from the rest of the class. 

Rotating teachers in these smaller groups will also help reduce the division among the students 

(Wilson & Blednick, 2011). “It’s overuse creates a virtual ‘other’ class-or a class within a class-

and leads to stigmatization of the students grouped in this way” (Wilson 2016, p. 6).  

Parallel teaching   

In this model, co-teachers instruct the same lesson, but the class is divided into two 

groups (Friend & Cook, 2010). This format allows lower student-teacher ratio while separating 

certain students to control behavior (Friend & Cook, 2010). When introduced to this model, 

teachers tend to disagree on its effectiveness and may protest using this type of teaching (Wilson, 

2016). The common arguments are that it is too distracting, controlling the noise level is 

difficult, and it may not be affective to students with low attention span (Wilson, 2016).   
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This model needs extensive planning and both teachers need to be competent in the 

content. Teachers also need to modify their volume when giving instruction and be aware of their 

surroundings the lesson must be evenly paced to have the lesson finished at the same time 

(Friend & Cook, 1996). “This type of parallel teaching is often appropriate for drill-and-practice 

activities, test reviews, topics needing a high level of student discussion, or projects needing 

close teacher supervision,” (Friend & Cook, 2010, p. 118).   

This model is most effective when both teachers are confident in the content. Precise 

planning and the fact that both teachers need to have extensive knowledge of the content is 

essential to this model. Timing is important to help transition flow and for both teachers to rotate 

and not have down time among the groups. Teachers also need to know what they can and 

cannot do in their classrooms (Friend & Cook, 2010).   

Team teaching   

In this model, co-teachers instruct and support all students at the same time. This model 

uses a large group instruction approach that engages the class through constant interaction from 

both teachers. This is a high intensity teaching style that results in a give and take conversation 

among the two teachers (Friend & Cook, 2010). “Co-teachers who team frequently report that it 

results in a synergy that enhances student participation and invigorates the professionals, 

sometimes even prompting teachers to try innovative techniques and activities that they would 

not have tried teaching alone” (Friend & Cook, 2010, p. 120).   

 This model is conducive to high levels of teaching and is very engaging while promoting 

classroom interaction and discussion. This also builds the collaboration of the two teachers and 

teachers share power demonstrating to the students how to work together and to complement each 

other’s energy. This type of teaching takes time, experience, and a compatible relationship 
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with the other co-teacher (Friend & Cook, 2010). Some of the disadvantages are the extensive 

planning minutes it involves and both teachers’ roles need to be clearly defined to have equal 

responsibility (Friend & Cook, 2010). “When teaming is implemented, co-teachers should check 

frequently to ensure that both are satisfied with their use of it” (Friend & Cook, 2010, p. 120).  

Summary  

The review of the literature illustrated that co-teaching can be extremely beneficial 

for students if planned properly or can be detrimental if not implemented properly.  Planning time 

must be set aside, and it needs to be productive for both the general education and special 

education teacher for both teachers to believe that it is worth their time.   

Research indicated that teachers who participated in the co-teaching model agree 

to be there on a volunteer basis and are an integral part of the team. The partnership requires 

quality training and guidance to make sure the roles and duties are made clear on what each co-

teacher is supposed to do throughout the course of the day. The special education teacher offers 

specialized strategies that may benefit more than just students with learning disabilities.    

Time was the greatest issue in assuring an effective partnership. The schedule throughout 

the day can be complicated and finding a regular meeting time and day is important and can be 

difficult. If the meetings are missed or are not properly planned, the preparation of the upcoming 

lesson will not be as impactful nor be a complete thought out plan brought together by two 

professional teachers.   

The two teachers need to have leadership qualities and to be able to take charge of any 

situation that occurs in the classroom. When doing this, communication is important to assure 

that both partners are in sync with each other. This would include sharing daily progress of each 

student and daily reflects on what is and what is not working.  It is important to plan as a team 
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and to have a set agenda on what needs to be discussed during the planning and meeting periods 

throughout the week.   
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Chapter III: Methodology  

Introduction 

Chapter III provides the methodology for the study. The mixed method research 

questions focus on the teachers’ perceptions of co-teaching effectiveness, benefits to students, 

challenges between teaching partners and how the six co-teaching models are utilized in the 

classroom. The mixed method research approach is a combination of qualitative and quantitative 

data to provide further understanding of the research problem (Creswell, 2015). “A core 

assumption of this approach is that when an investigator combines statistical trends (quantitative 

data) with stories and personal experiences (qualitative data), this collective strength provides a 

better understanding of the research problem than either form of data alone” (Creswell, 2015, p. 

2).  

 The participants in the study were general education and special education teachers in a 

select Minnesota public middle school who use the co-teaching model in regular classrooms. The 

data were gathered from a survey instrument distributed to participants and from interviews with 

participants who volunteered for the interview portion of the study.  

Research Questions 

The following five research questions were developed to guide the study:  

1. How did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota public middle school rate 

the effectiveness of each of the six co-teaching models?    

2. What did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota public middle school 

perceive as benefits to students of using co-teaching in the classroom?    

3. What did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota public middle school 

perceive as challenges in using co-teaching in the classroom?     
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4. Which of the six models of co-teaching did co-teaching team members of a select 

Minnesota public middle school report that they used most frequently?  

5. What differences in perceived challenges of using co-teaching in the classroom were 

found between regular education teachers and special education teachers involved in 

co-teaching in a select Minnesota public middle school?  

Research Design 

The researcher used a mixed methods research design to provide quantitative and 

qualitative data for an extensive form of research (Creswell, 2015). The quantitative research 

was conducted using a survey which allowed for statistical analysis of the common trends 

and differences of the participants’ responses to survey questions (Creswell, 2015). The survey 

was conducted through a web-based survey using SurveyMonkey (see Appendix A).  

The qualitative research component of the study was conducted through an interview of 

four volunteer participants representing general education and special education teachers who 

co-teach at a select public middle school in Minnesota. The qualitative research study component 

was designed to obtain a deeper understanding of the responses to the research questions not 

identified in the quantitative research (Creswell, 2015). The qualitative data were collected 

through one on one phone interviews of four volunteer participants representing one general 

education and three special education teachers.   

The quantitative data were collected through an online electronic survey conducted over a 

four-week time period and were analyzed and reported using frequency distributions and 

percentages. 
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Participants 

The study participants were general education and special education teachers in middle 

schools who co-teach a select Minnesota school district. The study focuses on Minnesota middle 

school teachers who use the co-teaching model because that organizational level allows for the 

largest potential number of teacher participants compared to the number of Minnesota 

elementary teachers who use the co-teaching model. To select the participants, the researcher 

contacted a private consultant who has administered co-teaching training to Minnesota middle 

school teachers and a university professor who instructs co-teaching courses. The researcher 

selected school districts that implemented co-teaching in middle schools.  

 After identifying the school districts and finding their contact information through the 

district’s website, the researcher emailed the districts special education administrators (see 

Appendix B) to verify how many co-teaching teams are in the school district and specifically ask 

them to identify which schools within their district employ co-teaching teams consisting of a 

general education and special education teacher. Note: only one large Minnesota school district 

(10,000 or more students) agreed to participate in the study. 

The link to distribute the survey to the co-teaching team members was used by providing 

an email link. Prospective participants were not asked any identifiable information. Proper 

controls to assure confidentiality were taken and all data were destroyed at the conclusion of the 

research. In order to participate, an electronic consent form (see Appendix C) was included at the 

beginning of survey explaining that their participation is voluntary, no harm resulted from their 

participation, individual responses are confidential, and they could withdraw at any time during 

the survey or interview (if they chose to volunteer for an interview). Once they began the survey, 

they understood they have consented voluntarily to participate in the survey. If participants chose 
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to volunteer for the interview portion, a consent form (Appendix D) was issued before 

conducting the interview.  

The survey utilized a SurveyMonkey link (see Appendix A) as the means to distribute the 

survey to middle school general education and special education teachers who implement the co-

teaching model in their classrooms.  

The study focused on Minnesota middle school teachers who used the co-teaching model 

because that organizational level allows for the largest potential number of teacher participants 

compared to the number of Minnesota elementary teachers who use the co-teaching model.  

Instrumentation 

Based on the Research Questions 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the study, a survey was distributed 

using a web-based SurveyMonkey to gather information from select Minnesota middle school 

district’s general and special education teachers who implement co-teaching in their classroom. 

The intent of the survey was to gather data on the effectiveness of co-teaching models, the 

benefits and challenges of co-teaching, and the overall teachers’ perceptions of the co-teaching 

models. 

The survey gathered basic demographic data to identify if the participant was a general 

education or a special education teacher, number of years co-teaching, and number of years of 

teaching experience in general. Demographic data were reported in Chapter IV, Table 1. For 

research question 5, the data were separated by special education and general education teachers’ 

responses. Research questions 1-4 combined all participants’ data. Years of experience and 

number of years co-teaching were not deemed significant for statistical analysis. The survey 

questions were created based on seeking responses to Research Questions, 1, 2, 3, and 4. For 

Research Questions 1 and 4, the participants were asked their perceptions on the six co-teaching 
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models that were identified by Friend and Cook. There were six survey questions for each of the 

Research Questions 2 and 3 and an additional three demographic data questions for a total of 25 

survey questions. Based on Research Question 5, the researcher created four open-ended 

interview questions pertaining to the challenges of co-teaching in the middle school classroom 

(see Appendix E). 

The survey questions were designed by the researcher and based on review of the 

literature regarding co-teaching models implemented in classrooms as identified by Marilyn 

Friend and Lynne Cook (1996), as well as the research on the challenges of co-teaching in the 

classroom, and benefits of having two teachers in one classroom. 

 The survey questions for Research Questions 2 and 3 were generated using a 4-point 

Likert scale with the following possible responses: 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = 

Agree and 4 = Strongly Agree. The participants were provided the opportunity to list any 

additional responses at the end of each Research Question section for Research Questions 2 and 

3. The survey questions for Research Question 1 were generated using a three point Likert scale 

with the following possible responses: 1 = Not Effective, 2 = Somewhat Effective, 3 = Very 

Effective. In Research Question 4, the participants were asked to rank the six co-teaching models 

from 1 = the model least used to 6 = the model that is used the most.     

The survey was edited by the researcher’s academic advisor. The researcher reviewed the 

modifications and made changes to the survey questions based on advisor’s suggestions. Once 

the survey was finalized and the preliminary exam was scheduled and completed, application for 

approval of the study was made to the St. Cloud State Institutional Review Board (IRB). The   

St. Cloud State Institutional Review Board approved the conduct of the study on October 4, 

2019. 
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The survey window was open for 4 weeks. A reminder was sent to the participants on 

February 4, 2020 (see Appendix H). The data from the survey was downloaded for access by the 

St. Cloud Statistical Center. Survey data was analyzed and reported using frequency distributions 

and percentages. 

At the conclusion of the survey, participants were asked if they would be willing to 

participate in a phone interview and if so, they provided contact information. Once the 

participant volunteers were identified, those participants were separated into two groups, special 

education teachers and general education teachers based on their demographic data. Interview 

data was recorded and coded thematically for analysis. 

Data Analysis and Treatment of Data 

The researcher used the St. Cloud State University Statistical Research and Consulting 

Center to assist with data analysis employing frequency distributions and percentages. The 

researcher also used the analysis capabilities from Survey Monkey to analyze the data. Tables 

provided in Chapter IV display the results of the survey responses.  

Quantitative survey questions were generated for Research Questions 2 and 3 using a 

Likert scale with the following possible responses: 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = 

Agree and 4 = Strongly Agree for Research Questions 2 and 3. For Research Question 1, a Likert 

scale with the following possible responses: 1 = Not Effective, 2 = Somewhat Effective, 3 = 

Very Effective. For Research Question 4, the participants were asked to rank the six co-teaching 

models from 1 = the model least used to 5 = the model that is used the most. Once the data was 

gathered, data tables were established to specify frequency and mean values of each response.  

Results for Research Question 5 provided qualitive data regarding the challenges 

perceived by general education teachers and special education teachers through a narrative 
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design. Creswell explains the narrative design is employed to learn more about the individual 

experiences through audio or text (Creswell, 2015).  

Human Subject Approval–Institutional Review Board (IRB)  

The researcher submitted a request for the implementation of the study through the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) of St. Cloud State University for approval (see Appendix F). 

The researcher was granted permission on October 4, 2019. The participants understood they 

were volunteering for the study, their identity was protected, and their responses remained 

confidential. The participants were aware that they would be under no obligation and were able 

to withdraw from the study at any time.  

The researcher conducted the survey through an electronic database and the data were 

compiled as a group response. The risk of participating in the survey was low and the data 

was destroyed at the conclusion of the study. Permission for the study was granted through the 

International Review Board (IRB), for research on the co-teaching between general education 

and special education teachers. To assure confidentiality, all data was stored in a password 

protected electronic database. The researcher was unable to access any responses from a specific 

participant.  

Procedures and Timeline 

• The preliminary examination was held on September 16, 2019.  

• The researcher was given approval from the International Review Board (IRB) 

approval on October 4, 2019.  

• On October 7, 2019, the researcher contacted a private consultant who had previously 

provided co-teaching training to special education and general education teachers in 
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Minnesota school districts to specifically select Minnesota middle schools whose 

teachers had participated in the training. 

• From October 10-January 10, 2019, the researcher contacted Special Education 

Administration to identify the number of co-teams are in their middle schools. 

• Due to lack of responses, unwillingness to participate or schools no longer 

implementing the co-teaching model the researcher focused the study on one school 

district. 

• On January 16, 2020, a total of 20 participants were identified to participate in the co-

teaching survey.  

• The survey (see Appendix A) and an email (see Appendix G) describing the study 

and instructions of how to participate was sent on a link found on SurveyMonkey to 

the 20 participants (12 general education and 8 special education teachers) detailing 

how to access the survey through SurveyMonkey on January 20, 2020 and was 

concluded on February 15, 2020.  

• A follow up email to remind participants that the survey window closed on February 

15, 2020 was sent on February 4, 2020 (see Appendix H). 

• At the conclusion of the survey, participants were asked if they would be willing to 

participate in an interview. Five participants indicated a willingness to be 

interviewed.  

• From April 6-May 14, 2020, the researcher conducted interviews through a one on 

one phone call with three special education and one general education middle school 

teacher. 
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• The researcher contacted the St. Cloud State’s Statistical Center to assist in the 

analysis of the qualitative data on April 22, 2020.  

• The final defense was conducted on August 17, 2020.  

Summary  

  Chapter III included explanation of the study purpose, research questions, research 

design, participants, data collections and timeline, instrumentation, and data analysis. Chapter IV 

provides the results of the study and Chapter V discusses conclusions, limitations of the study, 

and recommendations for further study and research.  
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Chapter IV: Results 

In Chapter IV qualitative and quantitative data are reported with regard to the benefits, 

challenges, effectiveness, and usages of the six co-teaching models cited in the research of Cook 

and Friend (1995). The chapter is organized in the following sections: background information, 

research design, research questions, interviews and participants, survey results by research 

questions, interview results, and summary.  

Background Information 

The purpose of the mixed methods study was to examine the effectiveness and challenges 

of co-teaching, the benefits to students, and the most frequently employed co-teaching model 

from the Friend and Cook research (2010), as reported by special education and general 

education teachers in a select Minnesota middle school that have implemented a co-teaching 

model in their classrooms. The study also examined the perceived differences in challenges 

identified by each co-teaching member.    

A 25-question survey developed to correlate with the five research questions was sent to 

16 identified participants; interview results involving four volunteer participants were included 

to gather deeper understanding of data related to co-teaching in a select Minnesota school 

district.  

The survey gathered basic demographic data that from participants on whether they were 

general education or special education teachers, number of years involved in co-teaching, and 

their total number of years of teaching experience.  

For Research Questions 1 and 4, participants were asked their perceptions on the six co-

teaching models identified by Cook and Friend (1995). There were six survey questions for each 

of Research Questions 2 and 3 and an additional three demographic questions for a total of 25 
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survey questions. Based on Research Question 5, the researcher created four open-ended 

interview questions pertaining to the challenges of co-teaching in the middle school classroom. 

Research Design 

The researcher used a mixed methods research design to provide both quantitative and 

qualitative data for an extensive form of research (Creswell, 2015). The quantitative research 

was conducted using a survey which allowed for statistical analysis of the common trends 

and differences of the participants’ responses to survey questions (Creswell, 2015). The survey 

was conducted through a web-based survey using SurveyMonkey (Appendix A). Data were 

reported using frequency and percentages of participant responses for each survey question. 

The qualitative research component of the study involved interviewing six volunteer 

teachers, representing general education and special education, who co-taught at a select public 

middle school in Minnesota. The qualitative research study component was designed to obtain a 

deeper understanding of participant responses to the research questions not identified in the 

quantitative research (Creswell, 2015). The qualitative data were collected through one on one 

phone interviews of the four volunteer participants. The volunteers included one general 

education and three special education teachers. The qualitative data were analyzed by examining  

the recorded responses from the interviews of the four respondents. 

Research Questions 

The following five research questions were developed to guide the study:  

1. How did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota public middle school rate 

the effectiveness of each of the six co-teaching models?    

2. What did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota public middle school 

perceive as benefits to students of using co-teaching in the classroom?     
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3. What did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota public middle school 

perceive as challenges in using co-teaching in the classroom?     

4. Which of the six models of co-teaching did co-teaching team members of a select 

Minnesota public middle school report that they used most frequently?  

5. What differences in perceived challenges of using co-teaching in the classroom were 

found between regular education teachers and special education teachers involved in 

co-teaching in a select Minnesota public middle school?  

Survey Results: Participant Demographics 

The researcher collaborated with a Minnesota public school district to survey participants 

who have co-taught in the middle school. The co-teaching teams consisted of a special education 

teacher and a general education teacher. There was a total of 16 participants in the survey 

including 10 general education teachers and six special education teachers. Eight of the 16 

participants taught for three years or fewer, two taught for 4-9 years and six had taught for 10 or 

more years. Seven of the participants co-taught for 5 or more years, five for 3-4 years and four 

co-taught for 1-2 years.  

Of the 16 survey participants, four agreed to volunteer in the interview component of the 

study. One general education teacher and three special education teachers were interviewed. The 

interviewees were identified by Participant 1, 2, 3, or 4. The interviewees answered four 

questions regarding the benefits and challenges of co-teaching in the middle school.  

Table 1 of the study reports demographic information regarding the study participants 

which included primary teaching role, years of teaching, and number of years of co-teaching.  
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Table 1 

Demographics of the Participants 

Demographics 

                                                       Response Frequency Percent 

Primary teaching roles General Education 10 62.5% 

Special Education 6 37.5% 

Total 16 100.0% 

Years of teaching 
Response Frequency Percent 

 
3 years or fewer 2 12.5% 

 
4-9 years 6 37.5% 

 
10 or more years 8 50.0% 

Years of co-teaching 
Response Frequency Percent 

 
1-2 years 4 25.0% 

 
3-4 years 5 31.3% 

 
5 or more years 7 43.8% 

 

Of the participants who completed the survey, 62.5% (N = 10) were general education 

teachers and 37.5% (N = 6) were special education teachers. A total of 50.0% (N = 8) of the 

participants reported they have taught 10 or more years, 37.5% (N = 6) taught 4-9 years, and 

12.5% (N = 2) have taught three years or fewer. Similarly, among the participants who 

completed the survey, 43.8% (N = 7) reported they have co-taught 5 or more years, 31.3%        

(N = 5) co-taught 3-4 years, and 25.0% (N = 4) have co-taught for 1-2 years.  

Survey Results: Research Question One 

The first research question asked, “How did co-teaching team members in a select 

Minnesota public middle school rate the effectiveness of each of the six co-teaching models?”   

In addressing the first research question, the researcher analyzed responses to question 

nine on the survey. Participants were asked to rate their perceptions of the effectiveness of each 
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of six co-teaching models used in the classroom using a Likert scale in which 1 = Not effective, 

2 = Somewhat effective, 3 = Very Effective or if the model has not been used, option 4 for Not 

Applicable. The frequency data for this question are found in Tables 2 through 7. Each of the 

Tables 2 through 7 describe the co-teaching model for the table, lists the possible responses, 

identifies the number of participants (N) selecting each response, and the percentage of the 

participants who selected the response.  

The second table focused on the effectiveness of the One teach, One observe co-teaching 

model. The data for this model are found in Table 2.  

Table 2 

 

Effectiveness of One Teach, One Observe 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

General education and special education teachers are present in the classroom, but one teacher 

takes the lead while the other teacher observes those students who may need additional 

instruction.  The co-teachers rotate in this model.  

 

   Effectiveness of One Teach, One Observe 

    Response Frequency Percent 

 Very Effective 1 6.3% 

Somewhat Effective 11 68.8% 

Not Effective 4 25.0% 

Not Applicable 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

The data reveal that 68.8% (N = 11) of participants of perceived the one teach, one 

observe model was somewhat effective, 25.0% (N = 4) reported that it was not effective and 

6.3% (N = 1) said it was very effective.  

Table 3 data report on the effectiveness of the One teach, One assist co-teaching model. 

The data for this co-teaching model are found in Table 3.  
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Table 3 

 

Effectiveness of One Teach, One Assist 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

One teacher directs instruction while the other teacher circulates about the room to provide 

assistance to those students on who demonstrates a need for assistance. Teachers rotate duties 

during this method.  

 

   Effectiveness of One Teach, One Assist 

    Response Frequency Percent 

 Very Effective 7 43.8% 

Somewhat Effective 7 43.8% 

Not Effective 2 12.5% 

Not Applicable 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

 The data reveal that 43.8% (N = 7) of participants reported that the One teach, One assist 

model was very effective, 43.8% (N = 7) said it was somewhat effective while 12.5% (N = 2) 

said it was not effective.  

Table 4 data reports on the effectiveness of the Parallel teaching model. The data for this 

co-teaching model are found below.  

Table 4 

Effectiveness of Parallel Teaching 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 Co-teachers instruct the same lesson simultaneously, but the students are divided into two 

groups.  

        Effectiveness of Parallel Teaching  

    Response Frequency Percent 

 Very Effective 10 62.5% 

Somewhat Effective 4 25.0% 

Not Applicable 2 12.5% 

Not Effective 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 
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 The data reveal that 62.5% (N = 10) of participants perceived the Parallel Teaching 

model was very effective, 25.0% (N = 4) reported it was somewhat effective and 12.5% (N = 2) 

reported that it was not effective.  

Table 5 data report on the effectiveness of the Station teaching model. Data for this co-

teaching model are found below. 

Table 5 

Effectiveness of Station Teaching 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

The class is divided into three to four ability groups. The teachers assign tasks to each group for 

independent learning when not grouped with a teacher. On a rotated basis, each teacher will 

work with all students in a group at their level and the basis of their individual needs.  

 

        Effectiveness of Station teaching  

    Response Frequency Percent 

 Very Effective 4 25.0% 

Somewhat Effective 10 62.5% 

Not Applicable 2 12.5% 

Not Effective 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

 The data reveal that 62.5% (N = 10) of participants identified the station teaching model 

as somewhat effective, 25.0% (N = 4) said it was very effective. A significant majority of 

participants, 87.5% (N = 14) reported that the station model was either very effective or 

somewhat effective.  

Table 6 data reports on the effectiveness of the Alternative teaching model. The data for 

this co-teaching model are found below.  
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Table 6 

Effectiveness of Alternative Teaching 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

One teacher instructs a large group of students while another teacher provides instruction on an 

alternative lesson to a smaller group of students. The lesson taught to each group is identical in 

content though it is taught at a different ability level to assure understanding by all students. 

  

      Effectiveness of Alternative Teaching  

                   Response Frequency Percent 

 Very Effective 6 37.5% 

Somewhat Effective 5 31.3% 

Not Applicable 5 31.3% 

Not Effective 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 

  

 The data reveal the 37.5% (N = 6) of participants reported the alternative teaching model 

was very effective, 31.3% (N = 5) said it was somewhat effective and 31.3% (N = 5) related it 

was not applicable.  

Table 7 data report on the effectiveness of the Team-teaching model. Data for this co-

teaching model are reported below.  

Table 7 

Effectiveness of Team Teaching 

_____________________________________________________________________________

Co-teachers instruct and support all students at the same time. This model involves large group 

instruction that engages the class through constant interaction from both teachers.  

 
                 Effectiveness of Team teaching  

                   Response Frequency Percent 

 Very Effective 11 68.8% 

Somewhat Effective 2 12.5% 

Not Applicable 2 12.5% 

Not Effective 1 6.3% 

Total 16 100.0% 
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 The data reveal the 81.3% (N = 13) of participants perceived the Team-teaching model as 

very effective or somewhat effective while 12.5% (N = 2) stated it was not applicable, and 6.3% 

(N = 1) reported it was not effective. 

Survey Results: Research Question Two 

The second research questions asked, “What did co-teaching team members in a select 

Minnesota public middle school perceive as benefits to students of using co-teaching in the 

classroom?”   

In addressing the second research question, the researcher analyzed responses to question 

five on the survey. A total of 16 participants completed the survey, of which ten were general 

education teachers and six were special education teachers who reported they had implemented 

the co-teaching model. Participants were asked to rate their perceptions of each of five 

researched benefits of implementing co-teaching in a mainstream classroom using a Likert scale 

with responses ranging from 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Agree, 4 = Strongly 

Agree, NA = Not Applicable.  

The frequency data for research question 2 are reported in Table 8 through 12. Tables 8 

through 12 identify the responses, list the number of participants and the percentage of the 

participants who selected each response.  

Table 8 asked participants their level of agreement or disagreement with whether or not 

the co-teaching model had increased the academic achievement of general education students. 

Frequency data are found in Table 8.  
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Table 8 

 

General Education Students’ Benefits 

 
The co-teaching model has increased the academic 
achievement of general education students. 
                      
Response Frequency Percent 

 Strongly Agree 3 18.8% 

Agree 8 50.0% 

Disagree 5 31.3% 

Strongly Disagree 0 0.0% 

Not Applicable 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

The data reveal that a total 68.8% (N = 11) of the participants either agreed or strongly 

agreed that co-teaching had increased academic achievement of general education students. A 

total of 31.3% (N = 5) disagreed that the co-teaching model had increased the academic 

achievement of general education students 

Table 9 details data on whether or not the co-teaching model had increased the academic 

achievement of special education students. Frequency data are reported in Table 9.  

Table 9 

Special Education Students’ Benefits 

The co-teaching model has increased the academic 
achievement of special education students. 

                   Response Frequency Percent 

 Strongly Agree 6 37.5% 

Agree 9 56.3% 

Disagree 1 6.3% 

Strongly Disagreed 0 0.0% 

Not Applicable 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 
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The data reveal a total of 93.8% (N = 15) of the participants either agreed or strongly 

agreed that co-teaching had increased academic achievement of special education students while 

6.3% (N = 1) disagreed. 

Table 10 data report on whether the co-teaching model has simplified the process of 

establishing a classroom management protocol. The data results are reported below.  

Table 10 

Classroom Management Protocol 

The co-teaching model has simplified the process of 
establishing a classroom management protocol. 

                   Response Frequency Percent 

 Strongly Agree 6 37.5% 

Agree 3 18.8% 

Disagree 6 37.5% 

Strongly Disagree 1 6.3% 

Not Applicable 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

The data reveal that 56.3% (N = 9) of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed 

that co-teaching had simplified the process of establishing a classroom management protocol. A 

total of 43.8% (N = 7) either disagreed or strongly disagreed that co-teaching had simplified the 

process of establishing a classroom management protocol. 

Table 11 data illustrate whether the co-teaching model allows for increased opportunities 

to provide differentiated instruction. The data results are found below.  
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Table 11 

Increased Differentiated Instruction 

The co-teaching model allows for increased 
opportunities to provide differentiated 
instruction. 

                   Response Frequency Percent 

 Strongly Agree 7 43.8% 

Agree 8 50.0% 

Disagree 1 6.3% 

Strongly Disagreed 0 0.0% 

Not Applicable 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

The data reveal that 93.8% (N = 15) of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed 

that co-teaching allows for increased opportunities to provide differentiated instruction. One 

participant (N = 1) or 6.3 % disagreed that co-teaching allows for increased opportunities to 

provide differentiated instruction. 

Table 12 data reports on whether or not the co-teaching model had led to an overall 

decrease in negative student behaviors in the classroom. The data results are detailed below.  

Table 12 

Student Behavior 

The co-teaching model has led to an overall decrease 
in negative student behaviors in the classroom. 

      Response Frequency Percent 

 Strongly Agree 4 25.0% 

Agree 6 37.5% 

Disagree 3 18.8% 

Strongly Disagree 2 12.5% 

Not Applicable 1 6.3% 

Total 16 100.0% 
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The data reveal that 62.5% (N = 10) of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed 

that the co-teaching model had led to an overall decrease in negative student behaviors in the 

classroom. Five participants (N = 5) or 31.3% either disagreed or strongly disagreed that the co-

teaching model had led to an overall decrease in negative student behaviors in the classroom, 

while 6.3% (N = 1) said it was not applicable.  

Survey Results: Research Question Three 

The third research question asked, “What did co-teaching team members in a select 

Minnesota public middle school perceive as challenges in using co-teaching in the classroom?”   

In addressing the third research question, the researcher analyzed responses to question 

seven on the survey. Participants were asked to rate their perceptions of the challenges of co-

teaching using a Likert scale with the following possible responses: 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = 

Disagree, 3 = Agree, 4 = Strongly Agree, NA = Not Applicable. The survey question included 

five different responses in which the participants answered each question separately using a 

Likert scale. The survey questions focused on the challenges that co-teachers may face when 

implementing the co-teaching model in the mainstream classroom. The frequency data for this 

question are found in Tables 13-17. Tables 13-17 lists the number of participants (N) and the 

percentage of the participants responses. 

Table 13 data reveal participants’ perceived agreement that they were challenged by the 

lack of training or professional development for co-teaching partners.  
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Table 13 

Lack of Training 

Lack of training or professional development  
for co-teaching partners. 

                   Response Frequency Percent 

 Strongly Agree 5 31.3% 

Agree 6 37.5% 

Disagree 5 31.3% 

Strongly Disagree 0 0.0% 

Not Applicable 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

A total of 68.8% (N = 11) of the participants either agree or strongly agree that a lack of 

training or professional development for co-teaching partners was a challenge, while 31.3% (N = 

5) disagreed that a lack of training or professional development for co-teaching partners was a 

challenge. 

Table 14 data report whether co-teaching team members were challenged by personality 

or philosophical clashes with co-teaching partners. The data results are reported below.  

Table 14 

Personality Conflicts 

         Personality or philosophical clashes 
         between co-teaching partners. 

                   Response Frequency Percent 

 Strongly Agree 5 31.3% 

Agree 6 37.5% 

Disagree 3 18.8% 

Strongly Disagree 2 12.5% 

Not Applicable 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 
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The data reveal a total of 68.8% (N = 11) of the participants either agreed or strongly 

agreed that personality or philosophical clashes between co-teaching partners was a challenge. A 

total of 31.3% (N = 5) either disagreed or strongly disagreed that personality or philosophical 

clashes between co-teaching partners was a challenge. 

Table 15 data reports on whether co-teachers were challenged with scheduling issues 

between co-teaching partners. The data results are detailed below.  

Table 15 

Scheduling Issues 

Scheduling issues between co-teaching partners. 

                   Response Frequency Percent 

 Strongly Agree 6 37.5% 

Agree 6 37.5% 

Disagree 3 18.8% 

Strongly Disagree 1 6.3% 

Not Applicable 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

The data reveal a total of 75.0% (N = 12) of the participants either agreed or strongly 

agreed that scheduling issues between co-teaching partners was a challenge, while 25.0% (N = 4) 

either disagreed or strongly disagreed that scheduling issues between co-teaching partners was a 

challenge. 

Table 16 illustrates data on whether co-teachers were challenged by a lack of planning 

time between co-teaching partners. The data results are reported below.  
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Table 16 

Lack of Planning 

Lack of planning time between co-teaching  
partners were a challenge  

                   Response Frequency Percent 

 Strongly Agree 9 56.3% 

Agree 5 31.3% 

Disagree 1 6.3% 

Strongly Disagree 1 6.3% 

Not Applicable 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

The data reveal a total of 87.6% (N = 14) of the participants either agreed or strongly 

agreed that a lack of planning time between co-teaching partners was a challenge. Two 

participants (N = 2) or 12.5% either disagreed or strongly disagreed that lack of planning time 

between co-teaching partners was a challenge. 

Table 17 data reports on the clarity of roles and following of roles by each co-teacher. 

The data results are detailed below. 

Table 17 

Roles of Co-teaching Partners 

Roles of each co-teacher were not well-established 
or followed between the co-teaching partners. 

                   Response Frequency Percent 

 Strongly Agree 1 6.3% 

Agree 6 37.5% 

Disagree 8 50.0% 

Strongly Disagree 0 0.0% 

Not Applicable 1 6.3% 

Total 16 100.0% 
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Table data report that 50.0% (N = 8) of the participants disagree that roles of each co-

teacher were not well-established or followed between the co-teaching partners. A total of 43.8% 

(N = 7) either agreed or strongly agreed that roles of each co-teacher were not well-established or 

followed between the co-teaching partners. 

Survey Results: Research Question Four 

The fourth survey question asked, “Which of the six models of co-teaching did a select 

Minnesota public middle school co-teaching team member report that they used most 

frequently?”    

In addressing the fourth research question, the researcher analyzed responses to question 

ten on the survey. Participants were asked to rank their usage of the following six co-teaching 

models that were identified by Friend and Cook: One teach, One observe; One teach, one assist; 

Parallel teaching; Station teaching; Alternative teaching; Team teaching. Participants were asked 

to rank the models from 1 = The model least used to 6 = The model that is used the most. If a co-

teaching model had not been used co-teaching had not been used, NA was listed to donate that it 

was Not Applicable.  

The frequency data for this question are found in Table 18-23. Tables 18-23 lists the 

number of participants (N) and the percentage of the participants responses. Table 18 focused on 

the usage of the co-teaching model, One teach, One observe. The data results are found below.  
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Table 18 

One Teach, One Observe Usage 

        One teach, One observe 
                   
Response Frequency Percent 

 
 1 

1 6.3% 

2 6 37.5% 

3 2 12.5% 

4 2 12.5% 

5 2 12.5% 

6 2 12.5% 

N/A 1 6.3% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

The data reveal a total of 43.8% (N = 7) ranked the usage of the One teach, One observe 

either a 1 or a 2 indicating that it was used the least. A total of 25.0% (N = 4) ranked the usage of 

the One teach, One observe either a 3 or a 4. A total of 25.0% (N = 4) ranked the usage of the 

One teach, One observe either a 5 or 6 or applied it the most.  

Table 19 reports data on the usage of the co-teaching model One teach, One assist. The 

data results are reported below. 
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Table 19 

One Teach, One Assist Usage 

            One teach, One assist 

Response Frequency Percent 

 1 1 6.3% 

2 7 43.8% 

3 1 6.3% 

4 2 12.5% 

5 0 0.0% 

6 4 25.0% 

N/A 1 6.3% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

Table data reveal a total of 50.1% (N = 8) ranked the usage of the One teach, One     

assist either a 1 or a 2 indicating that it was used the least. A total of 25.0% (N = 4) ranked it a 6 

or used it the most, and 18.8% (N = 3) ranked the usage of the One teach, One assist either a 3 or 

a 4. 

Table 20 details data on the usage of the co-teaching model parallel teaching. The data 

results are found below. 
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Table 20 

Parallel Teaching Usage 

              Parallel teaching 

Response Frequency Percent 

 
 1 

1 6.3% 

2 3 18.8% 

3 2 12.5% 

4 3 18.8% 

5 4 25.0% 

6 3 18.8% 

N/A 0 0.0% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

Table data reveal a total of 43.8% (N = 7) ranked the usage of the parallel teaching model 

either a 5 or a 6 which indicted that co-teachers applied it the most. A total of 31.3% (N = 5) 

ranked the usage of the parallel teaching model either a 3 or a 4, and 25.1% (N = 4) ranked the 

usage of the parallel teaching model either a 1 or a 2 or used it the least. 

Table 21 data reports on the usage of the co-teaching model station teaching. The data 

results are found below. 
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Table 21 

Station Teaching Usage 

                Station teaching 

Response Frequency Percent 

 
 1 

1 6.3% 

2 3 18.8% 

3 5 31.3% 

4 3 18.8% 

5 2 12.5% 

6 1 6.3% 

N/A 1 6.3% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

Table data reported that 50.1% (N = 8) ranked the usage of the station teaching either a 3 

or a 4 which indicates medium usage. A total of 25.1% (N = 4) ranked the usage of the station 

teaching either a 1 or a 2, while 18.8% (N = 3) ranked the usage of the station teaching either a 5 

or a 6.  

Table 22 data reports the usage of the co-teaching model alternative teaching. The data 

results are located below. 
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Table 22 

Alternative Teaching Usage 

              Alternative teaching 
                   
Response Frequency Percent 

 1 3 18.8% 

2 1 6.3% 

3 4 25.0% 

4 1 6.3% 

5 5 31.3% 

6 1 6.3% 

N/A 1 6.3% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

The data reveal a total of 37.9% (N = 6) ranked the usage of the alternative teaching 

either a 5 or a 6, which indicates the model was applied the most, while 31.3% (N = 5) ranked 

the usage of the alternative teaching either a 3 or a 4, and 25.1% (N = 4) ranked the usage of the 

alternative teaching either a 1 or a 2 or applied the model the least.  

Table 23 data details the usage of the co-teaching model team teaching. The data results 

are furnished below. 
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Table 23 

Team Teaching Usage 

                   Team teaching 
                   
Response Frequency Percent 

 
1 

1 6.3% 

2 3 18.8% 

3 1 6.3% 

4 3 18.8% 

5 3 18.8% 

6 4 25.0% 

N/A 1 6.3% 

Total 16 100.0% 

 

The data reveal a total of 43.8% (N = 7) ranked the usage of the team teaching either a 5 

or a 6, indicating it was used the most, while 25.1% (N = 4) ranked the usage of the team 

teaching either a 3 or a 4, and  25.1% (N = 4) ranked the usage of the team teaching either a 1 or 

a 2.  

Interview Results: Research Question Five 

Research question five asked, “What differences in perceived challenges of using co-

teaching in the classroom were found between regular education teachers and special education 

teachers involved in co-teaching in a select Minnesota public middle school?” 

In addressing this question, the researcher examined data from the four interview 

questions asked of each volunteer participant. The interviews were conducted with four middle 

school co-teachers who implement a co-teaching model. Participants were asked at the end of the 

survey if they were willing to participate in a phone interview. Of the 16 respondents, four 

participants agreed to participate in the survey. Among the participants interviewed, Participant 1 

was a general education teacher while Participants 2, 3 and 4 were special education teachers.  
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The researcher emailed each respondent asking to identify a day and time in which they 

would be willing to complete a phone interview. After three email reminders were sent to those 

respondents who had earlier agreed to be interviewed, four participants were interviewed. The 

researcher utilized “Call Recorder” to record the interviews. The interviews ranged in duration 

from 5 to 15 minutes per interview. 

In addressing the fifth research question, the researcher analyzed responses to the 

following four interview questions: 1) What do you see as the benefits of the co-teaching model? 

2) Would you recommend the co-teaching model to other Districts? Why or why not? 3) What 

do you see as the challenges of the co-teaching model? 4) What cautions would you suggest to 

other districts wanting to use the co-teaching model? 

The first interview question asked, “What do you see as the benefits of the co-teaching 

model?” 

Among the participants interviewed, all agreed that having a second person involved to 

differentiate, plan and reflect were all beneficial to student achievement and quality teaching. 

Participant 1, a general education teacher, stated that, “It divides the work in half, makes a lot 

easier during independent work time to address all the needs of the class.”  

Participant 1 also stated an advantage of learning from another professional was in being 

able to apply it to other classes. “It has more dialogue about what I intend to teach to whereas in 

my regular classes to where I’m not co-teaching.” Participant 1 explained that having reflections 

on what does and does not work with another professional enhances future teaching lessons to 

similar students. “It pushes the dialogue about how could I do this differently; we can push to do 

better activities, or suggestions for better differentiations.” 
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Participant 1 explained that having access to two teachers allowed more students to seek 

more help when needed. “They have access to a teacher if they have questions and generally get 

better materials that have been differentiated or just constructed better with two perspectives.” 

Participant 2, a special education teacher, said the greatest benefit of co-teaching is 

learning content a general education teacher. Not only was this beneficial in the co-teaching 

setting but also in small group pullout classes. They stated, “I can learn the language in the main 

classroom.” Participant two emphasized that knowing the common vocabulary for a certain 

content area was also beneficial to other students taught outside the co-teaching classroom. 

Participant 2 stressed that organizing small group stations as a co-teaching team allows 

the other co-teacher to focus on different tasks. “My role is more to modify the content or 

bringing that vocabulary or simplify and break apart assignments, chunk things more like 

creating the stations when the mainstream teachers may not have the flexibility to do so.” 

Participant 3, a special education teacher, stated that when done correctly, more content is 

covered because you can divide and conquer different topics or ability group students in their 

areas of need. “This is easier to try new things or new projects.” 

Participate 3 said student achievement is evident in the co-taught classes. “We usually see 

a lot more growth in the co-taught section because there is another adult there to help them as 

they need it or notice if something is going on or meet them where they are at a little easier.” 

Participant 4, a special education teacher, added that the special education and general 

education teacher learn teaching skills and strategies from each other. “We make more than just 

our co-taught class better; we make all of our classes better.” Participant four added that taking 

back content learned from the mainstream classes and bringing that information to the pullout 

classes has enhanced the small group pullout classes. “Likewise, my cooperating teacher learns 
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accommodations, modifications, and adaptions that they see me doing inside their classrooms 

and applies them to all their other classes of students as well.” 

During the interviews, participant four acknowledged the improvement that occurred not 

only with special education students but also with those students who do not qualify for special 

education. Participant four said, “Another benefit is to all those other students who are in the 

class that also struggle but are not in special education, they also benefit from the co-taught 

classes.”  

Participant 4 stated that a benefit for the students was that it allowed the least restrictive 

environment. At the middle school level, students are motivated by the social aspect. “When we 

take kids with enough skill that we can help scaffold the buy in, in the main stream setting, we 

find that the kids are motivated to stay in the curriculum and to participate and to get more out of 

that curriculum.” 

The second interview question was, “Would you recommend the co-teaching model to 

other Districts? Why or why not?”  

Participant 1 said that if a district implements the co-teaching model, they need to 

implement it properly. Participate one also added, “If they give time for the co-teachers to meet, 

then I feel like it is a productive model that allows for greater than just having another person in 

the room.” Participant 1 further related that the benefits also include better teaching, more 

organized and focused lesson plans. “It makes it a lot easier to address the needs of a special 

education heavy class or ELL (English Language Learners) heavy class just because that second 

person in the room that is confident in the material as well as the content teacher allows the 

students more access to that information and makes it a lot easier to keep them all on track.” 
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Participant 2 highly recommended it to provide deeper enrichment for all students. “It 

provides a deeper enrichment level for the kids when you have two teachers helping in the 

classroom.” In addition, it also eases the workload among the cooperating teachers if they are 

using the model effectively. “It’s just good perspective when working together. I do all of the 

grading in both of my co-taught classes because I want the data on my students. I want to see 

their progress on what they are and are not learning so I can hit it later in my skills classes and 

reinforce it with them, and I think that has been a blessing to both of those teachers just to have 

one less class to grade.” 

 Participate 3 added that if done right and the district has the resources, it is a great tool to 

use when the personalities match up.  

“The years when the pairs are done intentionally to where the personalities go well 

together and you have prep time together, then co-teaching works really well. The 

process needs structure with planning periods and the master schedule is laid out well, it 

will work. What doesn’t work is placing two teachers in the same room and label(ing) 

them co-teachers; that can be really unsuccessful.”  

 Participant 4 would recommend it to any district stating that it increases not only student 

achievement, but it enhances teacher practices as well. “The increase in (student) achievement, 

and it increases teacher achievement, too, or like teacher skills. It puts all our teachers in a 

situation to where they have to learn from each other to be productive.” 

The third interview question asked was, “What do you see as the challenges of the co-

teaching model?” 

All four interviewees agreed that challenges to co-teaching occur when placing two 

teachers’ personalities together to making certain the teachers will be able to work together and 
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are the right fit. Participant 1 said, “Challenges of the co-teaching model are definitely making 

sure that you have a connection with your co-teacher. So, if you have a person and you two 

aren’t really clicking, then it can be confrontational.” Having the right co-teacher will also help 

bring added attention to detail in the classroom as well.  

“My first teacher didn’t put much of an effort into the co-teacher dynamic…the second 

one definitely puts more effort into it…I have benefited greatly in my daily prep concept 

as far as just having that person to talk about the lesson and she has also motivated me to 

be organized with my lesson plans and direct with my intentions.” 

Participant 2 addressed the challenges of co-teaching with a teacher in their first year in 

the profession.  

“Twice in the last three years I have been asked to be a co-teacher with a brand new 

teacher, and I think that is a very bad idea. Because the brand- new teacher does not 

know the content yet and doesn’t even know what the next lesson is going to be. I just 

think that until the content teacher has a grasp of their curriculum then it’s a little too 

hard to share the responsibility of developing and changing or making it more of a 

modified curriculum or modifying some part of it anyways.” 

Participant 2 addressed time as a concern to make a successful co-teaching team. “Time 

for collaboration probably would be my number one. It’s really hard to teach two content areas. I 

do have common prep with both of them, but I have a million other obligations to do during my 

prep as well, so that has been number one.”   

Participant 3 said teachers need to be able to collaborate together and be able to problem 

solve without confrontation when things become difficult.  
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“For the teachers, having a set resource piece of making sure it is a pair that will work 

well together. It can be really challenging if their personalities…clash or if they have 

very different teaching styles and if the teachers aren’t getting along, then the kids pick 

up on that very easily. If you are doing it for real, it is more work because you can’t just 

plan your own thing and go with it. You have to check in with somebody else and get 

their feedback.”  

Participant 3 said the students also may struggle if they are not used to having two 

teachers in the room. Participant three stated, “Once in a while you have a kid that struggles with 

the managing the two teacher personalities in one room, but that wasn’t very often. If the 

teachers aren’t working well together or if they are conflicting…then the kids get confused.”    

Participant 4 talked about relationships as a challenge in co-teaching.  

“I think it is really hard to create really good relationships between co-teachers. And from 

the co-teacher point of view, the relationship is very important. A lot of the specialty 

teachers, like ELL or special education teachers, don’t always feel as comfortable 

teaching curriculum that the class teacher may be teaching. They may not be comfortable 

with the math, might not be comfortable with the language arts.”  

Special education teachers may also become uncomfortable in the classroom as they are not as 

comfortable with the content or the curriculum, Participate four offered. “So that can be a 

challenge. There also are a lot of ways to overcome it, but that’s what some of my colleagues 

have struggled with in the past and, sometimes, I have too.”   

 Participant 4 added to this sentiment saying that when students arrive for class, having 

two teachers in the same classroom can be a difficult adjustment. Participate four talked about 

those different challenges for students.  
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“The challenges for the students are that you have to understand that the class may run 

differently, and sometimes different is not a great thing inside a middle school and my 

model. Sometimes your class may be doing a different assignment than the other classes 

and different needs to be defined and sometimes kids get hung up on that and sometimes 

they feel like they are still picked out separately in the classroom especially if they are 

asked to be part of a small group from time to time with the special education teacher. So, 

it is tricky and getting that balance right of who you are supporting and when you are 

supporting it, it can be tricky.”  

The fourth interview question questioned, “What cautions would you suggest to other 

districts wanting to use the co-teaching model?” 

Participant 1 stressed the importance of proper planning time among the co-teachers. “I 

would say to make sure you give them an hour a week or encourage them to meet an hour a 

week.” The time required will vary depending on the relationships among the teaching partners.  

“Some teacher pairings are pretty on par with each other, so there isn’t much need for a 

dialogue to discuss the plans for the day or plans for the week or the possibility for 

making adjustments to a lesson plan, and some teachers would be very far apart in their 

opinions and they may need more time. I would say encouraging the co-teacher pairs to 

meet at least once a week for about an hour. I think that is the biggest hint or secret of 

making a co-teaching dynamic successful. It also encourages the building of that 

relationships between the two co-teachers.” 

 Participant 2 said co-teaching shouldn’t be limited to certain subjects. “Personally, I do 

not think there should just be co-teaching in just math and language arts, but there should be co-

teaching in science and social studies too.”  
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Participate 3 stated, “If you going to do it, make sure you do it right.” 

 Participant 4 said that co-teaching needs to be done by choice. Teachers should not be 

forced to participate.  

“Well, I would say that it should be by choice if at all possible. To do it that way…to 

encourage teachers and groups to pair themselves up. It seems to be a real problem when 

teachers are assigned to each other for a particular purpose. Those things don’t go as 

well, just because from the get go, it becomes an assigned thing.” 

 Participant 4 explained that it takes time and support to make a quality teaching team.  

“So, you are really trying to take advantage of teachers getting there, and the other thing 

is you need, especially early on with the teaching pair…to support them with strategies 

that help them learn how to co-teach and how to co-plan. Co-plan and co-teaching go 

hand in hand, so you have to commit to giving your teachers time to co-plan together, and 

it should be by choice and need to be supported through the whole process.” 

 Participant 4 also added,  

“It takes patience to become a quality team, and it is something that the teaching pair 

needs to be committed to for multiple years. Even at helping them become better at co-

teaching, and they have to be patient too. It may take a co-teaching pair 2-3 years to be 

good at it. But most teachers, most specialists, and mainstream teachers will want to be 

paired with one other teacher for multiple years. So, they can learn how each other works 

where they see their role in the curriculum.” 
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Summary 

 In this chapter, survey data gathered from ten general education teachers and six special 

education teachers who implement the co-teaching model at Minnesota middle schools were 

reported.  Significant findings from the survey included: 

• Table data revealed that 62.5% of participants perceived the Parallel Teaching model 

was very effective 

• Table data revealed a total of 93.8% of the participants either agreed or strongly 

agreed that co-teaching had increased the academic achievement of special education 

students. 

• Table data revealed that 93.8% of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed 

that co-teaching allowed for increased opportunities to provide differentiated 

instruction. 

• Table data revealed that 87.6% of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed 

that a lack of planning time between co-teaching partners was a challenge. 

• Table data revealed 43.8% ranked the usage of team teaching were either a 5 or a 6. 

In the interview, four questions were asked of four volunteer participants. There were 

three special education teachers and one general education teacher interviewed. Significant 

findings on which the special education and general education teachers agreed were as follows: 

• Having a second person involved to differentiate, plan and reflect were beneficial to 

student achievement and quality teaching. 

• If a school district implements a co-teaching model, it needs to be implemented it 

properly. 
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• Challenges occur when placing two teachers’ personalities together. It is essential to 

ensure that the teachers will be able to work together and are the right fit. 

 Chapter V details conclusions, discussion, limitations, and recommendations for further 

study and professional practice. 
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Chapter V: Conclusions, Discussion, Limitations, and Recommendations 

Introduction 

The purpose of the mixed methods study was to examine the effectiveness and challenges 

of co-teaching, the benefits to students, and the most frequently employed co-teaching model 

from the Cook and Friend (1995) as reported by special education and general education teachers 

in select Minnesota middle schools who have implemented a co-teaching model in their 

classrooms. In examining the literature on the benefits and challenges of implementing the co-

teaching model, the data were analyzed and reported using frequency distributions and 

percentages. The study also examined the perceived differences in challenges identified by 

special education and general education teachers who were interviewed.     

Chapter V provides results and conclusions of the study, discussions of the most 

significant findings, study limitations, recommendations for future practice, recommendations 

for future research and a summery.  

Research Questions 

The following five research questions were developed to guide the study:  

1. How did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota public middle school rate 

the effectiveness of each of the six co-teaching models? 

2. What did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota public middle school 

perceive as benefits to students of using co-teaching in the classroom?     

3. What did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota public middle school 

perceive as challenges in using co-teaching in the classroom?    

4. Which of the six models of co-teaching did co-teaching team members of a select 

Minnesota public middle school report that they used most frequently?  
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5. What differences in perceived challenges of using co-teaching in the classroom were 

found between regular education teachers and special education teachers involved in 

co-teaching in a select Minnesota public middle school?  

Research Design 

The researcher used a mixed methods research design to provide quantitative and 

qualitative data for an extensive form of research (Creswell, 2015). The quantitative research 

was conducted using a survey which allowed for statistical analysis of the common trends 

and differences of the participants’ responses to survey questions (Creswell, 2015). The survey 

was conducted through a web-based survey using SurveyMonkey (Appendix A).  

The qualitative research component of the study was conducted through an interview of 

four volunteer participants representing general education and special education teachers who 

co-teach at a select public middle school in Minnesota. The qualitative research study component 

was designed to obtain a deeper understanding of the responses to the research questions not 

identified in the quantitative research (Creswell, 2015). The qualitative data were collected 

through one on one phone interviews of four volunteer participants representing one general 

education and three special education teachers.   

The quantitative data were collected through an online electronic survey conducted over 

four weeks and were analyzed and reported using frequency distributions and percentages. 

Conclusions 

Research Question 1 

 

How did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota middle school rate the 

effectiveness of each of the six co-teaching models?   
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Effectiveness of the six co-teaching models  

From the study’s electronically distributed survey (Appendix A), 10 general education 

teachers and six special education teachers completed the survey. 

One teach, One observe 

In rating the effectiveness of the co-teaching model One teach, One observe, 68.8% of 

the study respondents reported the model to be somewhat effective. The findings support the 

research from Friend and Cook, (2004) who stated that teachers need to alternate roles in this 

type of model to prevent students from looking at one teacher as more superior to the other 

teacher (Friend & Cook, 2004). Friend (2014) added that when teachers become comfortable 

with this model, they may use each other’s teaching practices to further enhance their own 

instruction. 

One teach, One assist 

In rating the effectiveness of the co-teaching model One teach, One assist, 87.6% of the 

respondents reported the model to be either somewhat effective or very effective. The findings 

support the research from Wilson and Blednick (2011). The advantages of this type of model are 

that students can receive individual attention and will receive reminders to stay on task without 

being prompted by the lead teacher. Certain students can be attended to and little planning is 

needed for this co-teaching model (Wilson & Blednick, 2011). This type is best used when 

teachers lack time to plan and when there is whole group instruction. 

Parallel teaching 

In rating the effectiveness of the co-teaching model Parallel teaching, 87.5 % of the 

respondents reported the model to be either somewhat effective or very effective. The study 
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findings do not support the research from Wilson (2016). This is the only co-teaching model that 

study respondents rated differently than that of research.  

For example, Wilson (2016) found that when introduced to this model, teachers tended to 

disagree on its effectiveness and may protest using this type of teaching. The common arguments 

were that it is too distracting, controlling the noise level is difficult, and it may not be effective 

for students with low attention span.   

Even Friend and Cook (1996) stated this model consumes time. This model needs 

extensive planning and both teachers need to be competent in the content. They added that 

teachers also need to modify their volume when giving instruction and be aware of their 

surroundings the lesson must be evenly paced to have the lesson finished at the same time 

(Friend & Cook, 1996).  

Station teaching 

In rating the effectiveness of the co-teaching model Station teaching, 87.5% of the 

respondents reported the model to be either somewhat effective or very effective. The findings 

support the research of Friend and Cook (1996). This model of teaching reduces the 

teacher to student ratio and increases student engagement as well as placing students in ability 

groups to learn with their peers who are at the same level of learning (Friend & Cook, 1996).  

 These groups rotate and each teacher works with all students considering 

students’ needs (Friend & Cook, 2010). This method should not be confused with ability learning 

groups, as all students have a rotation with each teacher (Friend & Cook, 2010). 

Alternative teaching    

In rating the effectiveness of the co-teaching model Alternative teaching, 68.8% of the 

respondents reported the model to be either somewhat effective or very effective. The findings 
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support the research of Friend and Cook (2010). This model is often used when there is wide 

differentiation among the students’ needs in the classroom (Friend & Cook, 2010).  

The benefit of this model is to provide a high level of instruction to a certain group that 

also addresses other student needs. The alternative lesson is meant for students who may not 

grasp the concept but are given the chance to have differentiated instruction in a smaller group. 

This model also gives students the chance to have individualized attention (Friend & Cook, 

2010).   

Team teaching 

 In rating the effectiveness of the co-teaching model, Team teaching, 81.3% of the 

respondents reported the model to be either somewhat effective or very effective. The findings 

support the research of Friend and Cook (2010). This model utilizes large group instruction that 

engages the class through constant interaction from both teachers. This is a high intensity 

teaching style that results in a give and take conversation among the two teachers (Friend & 

Cook, 2010). 

 This model is conducive to high levels of teaching and is very engaging while promoting 

classroom interaction and discussion. This also builds the collaboration of the two teachers and 

teachers share power demonstrating to the students how to work together and to complement each 

other’s energy.  

 This type of teaching takes time, experience, and a compatible relationship with the other 

co-teacher (Friend & Cook, 2010). Some of the disadvantages are the extensive planning 

minutes it involves and both teachers’ roles need to be clearly defined to have equal 

responsibility (Friend & Cook, 2010).  
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Research Question 2 

What did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota middle school perceive 

as benefits to students of using co-teaching in the classroom?  

In addressing the second research question, the researcher analyzed responses to question 

five on the survey. A total of 16 participants completed the survey, of which there were ten 

general education teachers and six special education teachers who reported they implemented the 

co-teaching model.  

Increased academic achievement of general education students 

In rating the benefit, co-teaching has increased academic achievement of general 

education students, 68.8% of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed with the statement. 

These findings support the research of Badiali and Titus (2010) and Friend and Cook (2010). Co-

teaching helps meet academic achievement of all students in the classroom (Friend & Cook, 

2010). In a regular classroom, there are many students who are low achieving but may not 

qualify for special services. When two teachers work together effectively, not only does it benefit 

students with disabilities, it helps promote collaboration in the entire classroom (Badiali & Titus, 

2010). When co-teaching model existed in classrooms for a duration of time, teachers who 

worked side by side increased all student achievement (Badiali & Titus, 2010).   

Increased academic achievement of special education students 

In rating the benefit, co-teaching has increased academic achievement of special 

education students, 93.8% of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed with the statement. 

These findings support the research from Walsh (2011) and Friend and Cook (2010). The 

chances that special education students can be accepted by their classmates increased if their 

classmates do not observe them receiving special attention from an outside resource. 
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Accommodating students in a least restrictive setting allows students to have more 

responsibilities and they are provided more opportunities for quality differentiated instruction 

(Walsh, 2011).    

The increased contact and modified accommodations within the classroom setting 

allowed students to stay in the mainstream classes (Friend & Cook, 2010). This provides them the 

chance to enhance their social skills and to feel part of their classroom each day. This is essential 

when working with students with disabilities in order to make transitions less restrictive (Friend 

& Cook, 2010). 

Simplified the process of establishing a classroom management protocol 

In rating benefit that co-teaching has simplified the process of establishing a classroom 

management protocol, 56.3% of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed. These findings 

also support the research by Friend and Cook (2010). The common obstacle of co-teaching is the 

clarification of the amount of “authority” each teacher might hold. Teachers do not want to feel 

like an assistant and should be treated as professionals with their co-teacher. Wilson and 

Blednick (2011) also address these concerns. As a result of the responsibilities not divided 

equally, the general education teacher may assume the majority of the responsibilities in the 

classroom. In these cases, this leads to more of a support role for the special education 

teacher rather than both teachers sharing equal status (Wilson & Blednick, 2011).    

Davis-Wiley and Cozart, (1998) also stated that both teachers need to have equal 

ownership of the classroom and students need to view each teacher as equal to the other to have 

an effective classroom. With just a little over half of the respondents who agreed that co-teaching 

simplified the process of establishing a classroom management protocol, the researcher does not 

consider this rating as a strong support of the statement. 
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Increased opportunities to provide differentiated instruction 

 In rating the benefit that co-teaching allows for increased opportunities to provide 

differentiated instruction, 93.8% of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed. These 

findings strongly support research from Bresnahan et al. (2009) and Wilson (2016). The 

implementation of the co-teacher model allows for differentiated groups of students to be with 

each teacher (Bresnahan et al., 2009).  Wilson revealed how effective co-teachers use 

strategies to help all students’ achievement levels ranging from low to high (Wilson, 

2016). Through delivering instruction and reflecting on students’ achievements on outcomes, 

both teachers determine the effectiveness of each strategy and how it pertains to each individual 

student in the classroom (Wilson, 2016).   

Led to an overall decrease in negative student behaviors in the classroom 

In rating the benefit that the co-teaching model has led to an overall decrease in negative 

student behaviors in the classroom, 62.5% of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed 

with the statement. These findings support literature from Treahy and Guranus (2010) and 

Chanmugan and Gerlach (2013). As team teaching starts to develop, the give and take interaction 

allows for constant engagement and different voices to keep students attention (Treahy & 

Guranus, 2010). When two teachers display a strong collaborative partnership, it models positive 

behavior on how to work together professionally (Chanmugan & Gerlach, 2013).  

Research by Gately and Gately (2001) supports these findings who state that behavior 

management should be collective for both teachers; they need to be present when presenting and 

reinforcing rules. To do this, modeling the behaviors and communicating among each other 

assures they are not stepping on individual roles. Additionally, Gately and Gately stated that 
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when the classroom management rules and expectations are established, individual behavior 

plans also need to be done on a collaborative effort.  

Friend and Cook (2010) also support these findings in which by working together, the 

teachers gain perspectives of student behavior and learning capabilities. Teachers then 

understand which students need specialized services and which students need more advanced 

instruction for further education. Two teachers who are committed to co-teaching learn more 

about their students’ learning, their behavior and which students need the extra motivation and 

specialized interventions to help them achieve academic and social success (Friend & Cook, 

2010).

Research Question 3 

What did co-teaching team members in a select Minnesota middle school perceive as 

challenges in using co-teaching in the classroom? 

In addressing the third research question, the researcher analyzed responses to question 

seven on the survey. A total of 16 participants completed the survey, of which there were ten 

general education teachers and six special education teachers who reported they implemented the 

co-teaching model. 

Lack of training or professional development for co-teaching partners was a challenge 

In rating the challenge, lack of training or professional development for co-teaching 

partners, 68.8% of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed. These findings aligned with 

research of Kosko and Wilkins (2008). It takes some time and training for teachers to prepare to 

educate students with special needs. Courses are offered in college but teaching strategies are not 

usually offered (Kosko & Wilkins, 2008). Quality professional development for teachers and 

administrators is vital for teachers to be prepared for classes of students with high learning 
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disability needs (Kosko & Wilkins, 2008). “Administrators and special education teachers ranked 

behavioral assessments and inclusion strategies in the top three areas needed for 

professional development” (Kosko & Wilkins, 2008, p. 4).  

Research conducted by Friend (2008) also supports the importance of training and 

professional development. Co-teaching styles and preparing for each class may be accomplished 

through Professional Development. This provides time for co-teachers to talk to other co-

teachers and discuss what works and what does not. Meeting once a week with other co-teachers 

to discuss their accomplishments and challenges will help them trade ideas and expand their 

ideas in the classroom (Friend, 2008). Additionally, Procedures are important to establish 

leadership and participation (Friend & Cook, 2010).  Successful teams have strong leadership 

and function productively. Establishing roles and responsibilities will build a strong collaborative 

team (Friend & Cook, 2010).  

Personality or philosophical clashes between co-teaching partners was a challenge   

In rating the statement that personality or philosophical clashes between co-teaching 

partners was a challenge, 68.8% of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed. These 

finding support research from Davis-Wiley and Cozart, (1998) and Pugach and Winn (2011). 

Teaching philosophies vary from teacher to teacher; individual teachers focus on different issues 

when in front of students (Davis-Wiley & Cozart, 1998). This can cause confusion and 

frustration among both teachers and students (Davis-Wiley & Cozart, 1998). The perception is 

not that either teacher is teaching the subject the wrong way, but that they have different 

perspectives and ways of teaching the subject manner. This becomes difficult and bothersome for 
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teachers when they are not flexible and believe they have the best possible way of teaching the 

subject (Davis-Wiley & Cozart, 1998).   

Pairing two teachers with different skills may create a conflict of interest in teaching 

styles and goals (Pugach & Winn, 2011). For the co-teaching to succeed, each teacher must be 

willing to accept the challenge and have comparable personalities to be able to work with their 

colleague (Pugach & Winn, 2011). 

Scheduling issues between co-teaching partners was a challenge 

In rating the statement that scheduling issues between co-teaching partners was a 

challenge, 75.0% of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed. These finding support the 

research from Uzuner and Grugur (2010). They found that “If meetings are changed or not held 

at all, the result can be confrontational among teachers of what their priorities are when it comes 

to co-teaching” (Uzuner and Grugur, 2010). “Time to meet is a constant problem but making the 

time to accommodate a successful and meaningful meeting is essential to the co-teaching 

relationship” (Uzuner & Grugur, 2010, p. 8). 

Lack of planning time between co-teaching partners was a challenge 

In rating the statement that lack of planning time between co-teaching partners was a 

challenge, 87.6% of the participants either agreed or strongly agreed. These findings strongly 

support the research from Friend (2008) and Sims (2008). Friend, (2008) found that one 

concern teachers had during their experience in co-teaching, is the lack of planning time. Special 

education teachers and general education teachers may not have the same planning period; 

Individual Education Plans (IEPs) meetings for students with learning disabilities can be rather 
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difficult for both teachers to attend (Friend, 2008). Adequate and consistent planning time is 

essential to a quality co-teaching team (Friend, 2008).  

Sims (2008) stated that planning as a team needs to be conducted properly to assure both 

teachers know the instructional approach that will be taken during a lesson. Both teachers willing 

to work together by including each other in lesson planning is a necessity. Teachers who hold the 

same authority level in the classroom will get the most out of their students and can build a 

positive learning environment (Sims, 2008). 

Roles of each co-teacher were not well-established or followed 

In rating that the roles of each co-teacher were not well-established or followed between 

the co-teaching partners was a challenge, 50.0% of the participants disagreed indicating that the 

roles of the co-teacher partnership were established. This finding supports research from Friend 

(2010) and Wilson and Blednick, (2011) but not considered as strong a response as the other 

challenges cited by the respondents. The roles of each of the teachers should be established when 

the co-teachers start to plan. This helps prevent the special education teacher feeling like an 

assistant to the general education teacher (Friend & Cook, 2010). Teaching teams that struggled 

exhibited less collaboration and their different teaching styles often led to conflict (Friend & 

Cook, 2010).      

As a result of the responsibilities not divided equally, the general education teacher may 

assume most of the responsibilities in the classroom (Wilson & Blednick, 2011). In these cases, 

this leads to more of a support role for the special education teacher rather than both teachers 

sharing equal status (Wilson & Blednick, 2011).   
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Research Question 4 

Which of the six models of co-teaching did co-teaching team members of a select 

Minnesota middle school report that they used most frequently?    

In addressing the fourth research question, the researcher analyzed responses to question 

ten on the survey. Participants were asked to rank their usage of the following six co-teaching 

models identified by Friend and Cook: One teach, One observe; One teach, one assist; Parallel 

teaching; Station teaching; Alternative teaching; Team teaching. Participants were asked to rank 

them from 1 = The model least used to 6 = The model that is used the most. If a co-teaching 

model had not been used, then the participants were to select N/A for Not Applicable.  

One teach, One observe 

In ranking the usage of the One teach, One observe co-teaching model 43.8% of the 

participants ranked it either a 1 or a 2 indicating low usage of this model. The main purpose of 

this model is data collection and may include designing instruction, grouping students, 

responding to inappropriate behavior, and monitoring student progress (Friend & Cook, 2004).  

One teach, One assist 

In the model One teach, One assist, 50.1% of the participants ranked it either a 1 or a 2 

indicating that this model had low usage among the co-teaching teams. This model requires little 

co-planning (Friend & Cook, 2010). In order for both teachers to establish equal power and 

control among the students, this model requires to be implemented in a way that it does not 

appear that one teacher is an aide to the other teacher (Friend & Cook 1996). This model can lead 

to split roles for the teachers; students view one teacher as having more power than the other 
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(Friend & Cook, 1996).  Students need to see both teachers as having of equal power and control 

and students will start to expect immediate assistance (Friend & Cook, 1996).  

Parallel teaching 

In ranking the usage of the Parallel co-teaching model 43.8% of the participants ranked it 

either a 5 or a 6 indicating that this model had high usage among the co-teaching teams. This 

format allows lower student-teacher ratio while separating certain students to control behavior 

(Friend & Cook, 2010).  

This model is most effective when both teachers are confident in the content. Precise 

planning and the fact that both teachers need to have extensive knowledge of the content is 

essential to this model. Timing is important to help transition flow and for both teachers to rotate 

and not have down time among the groups. Teachers also need to know what they can and 

cannot do in their classrooms (Friend & Cook, 2010).   

Station teaching 

In ranking the usage of the Station teaching co-teaching model, 50.1% of the participants 

ranked it either a 3 or a 4 indicating that the model had medium usage among the co-teaching 

teams. In Station teaching, groups of students rotate among the teachers and each teacher 

works with all students at their level based on students’ needs (Friend & Cook 2010). The 

disadvantages of this model are that it requires more planning and the level of the noise in the 

classroom may increase. Management is essential for this model since students will need to be 

able to work independently and collaboratively when not in their station with a teacher (Friend & 

Cook, 1996).   
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Alternative teaching 

In ranking the usage of the Alternative co-teaching model, 37.9% of the participants 

ranked it either a 5 or a 6 meaning that it had a high usage of the model. A total of 31.3% ranked 

the usage of the alternative teaching either a 3 or a 4 meaning that it had a medium usage. A total 

of 25.1% ranked the usage of the alternative teaching either a 1 or a 2 meaning it had a low usage 

of the model. The overall ranking of the usage of this model was close to be evenly divided 

among the co-teaching teams therefore not considered a strong rating of usage among the 

respondents. 

This form of co-teaching is often used when there is a wide differentiation level among 

the students in the classroom (Friend & Cook, 2010). This is referred to as the “back-table” 

model (Wilson, 2016) to help assist those students who are struggling well below grade level.    

One of the challenges of this model is that it can be overused (Wilson & Blednick, 

2011). This can cause a division in the classroom and make students feel less important to not be 

part of the large group instruction. Taking students to another part of the classroom may cause 

students to have a negative opinion on those being taken out or removed from the whole group 

(Friend & Cook, 2010). Rotating students from these groups is important as all students see it as 

an opportunity to be part of a small group rather than being segregated from the rest of the class. 

Rotating teachers in these smaller groups will also help reduce the division among the students 

(Wilson & Blednick, 2011).   

Team teaching 

In ranking the usage of the team-teaching model, 43.8% of the participants ranked it 

either a 5 or a 6 indicating it had a high usage of the model. A total of 25.1% ranked the usage of 
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the team teaching either a 3 or a 4 meaning it had a medium usage of the model. A total of 25.1% 

ranked the usage of the team teaching either a 1 or a 2 indicating it had a low usage of the model. 

The researcher did not consider the responses regarding this model as strong in indicating usage 

among the respondents.  

In this model, co-teachers instruct and support all students at the same time. This model is 

a large group instruction that engages the class through constant interaction from both teachers 

(Friend & Cook, 2010).  

 This type of teaching takes time, experience, and a compatible relationship with the other 

co-teacher (Friend & Cook, 2010).  Other disadvantages include extensive planning minutes 

required and that both teachers’ roles need to be clearly defined to have equal responsibility 

(Friend & Cook, 2010).  

Research Question 5 

What differences in perceived challenges of using co-teaching in the classroom were 

found between regular education teachers and special education teachers involved in co-teaching 

in a select Minnesota public middle school? 

In addressing this question, the researcher examined data from four interview questions 

derived from research question 5. The interviews were conducted with four middle school co-

teachers who implemented the co-teaching model. Participants were asked at the end of the 

survey if they were willing to participate in a phone interview. Of the 16 respondents, five 

participants agreed to participate in the survey, but the researcher was not able to reach one of 

those volunteers. Among the participants interviewed, Participant 1was a general education 

teacher while Participants 2, 3, and 4 were special education teachers.  
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In addressing the fifth research question, the researcher analyzed responses to the 

following four interview questions: 1) What do you see as the benefits of the co-teaching model? 

2) Would you recommend the co-teaching model to other Districts? Why or why not? 3) What 

do you see as the challenges of the co-teaching model? 4) What cautions would you suggest to 

other districts wanting to use the co-teaching model? 

What do you see as the benefits of the co-teaching model? 

General education teacher        

Participant 1 stated that, “It divides the work in half, makes a lot easier during 

independent work time to address all the needs of the class.” Participant 1 further said the 

advantage of learning from another professional applying it to other classes.  

This response aligned with research conducted by Harvey who found that collaboration 

brings new ideas and insights into the classroom. Two professionals with different 

skills benefit all students regardless of academic abilities (Harvey, 2012).  

The combination of two teachers’ knowledge and expertise in one classroom enhances 

the learning experiences for students (Harvey, 2012). It generates a new perspective to the 

classroom by having two professional teachers who are working together to help every student 

and enriches teaching strategies and student engagement (Harvey, 2012). 

Participant 1 explained that having reflections on what does and does not work with 

another professional enhances future teaching lessons to similar students. This coincides with 

research conducted by Chanmugam and Gerlach, (2013). By pairing two teachers together, it 

offers additional value to instructional activities when two teachers brainstorm together during 

the school day (Chanmugam & Gerlach, 2013).   
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Participant 1explained that having access to two teachers allowed more students to secure 

help when they needed it. “They have access to a teacher if they have questions and generally get 

better materials that have been differentiated or just constructed better with two perspectives.”  

These findings support research conducted by Friend and Cook (2010) who found that by 

working together, teachers gain perspectives of student behavior and learning capabilities. 

Teachers then understand which students need specialized services and which students need more 

advanced instruction for further education. Two teachers who are committed to co-teaching learn 

more about their students’ learning, their behaviors and which students need the extra motivation 

and specialized interventions to help them achieve academic and social success (Friend & Cook, 

2010). 

Special education teachers  

Participant 2 said the greatest benefit of co-teaching has been learning content from the 

general education teacher. Not only was this beneficial in the co-teaching setting but also in 

small group pullout classes. Participant 2 emphasized that knowing the common vocabulary for a 

certain content area was also beneficial to other students taught outside the co-teaching 

classroom.  

These findings support research conducted by Kohler-Evans (2005) who analyzed the 

significance of having two professionals conduct instruction in a collaborative manner. They 

found the pairing of two teachers brought more expertise to the classroom. Each teacher conveys 

a special quality and knowledge. Based on such variety, each teacher can enhance his/her 

own instruction style. The general education teacher may not have the knowledge or training to 
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close the learning gap with every student; the Special Education teacher may possess different 

training and knowledge that can contribute to closing the achievement gap (Kohler-Evans, 2005).  

Participant 2 stressed that organizing small group stations as a co-teaching team allows 

the other co-teacher to focus on different tasks. These finding support research of Bresnahan et 

al. (2009). They found that when two teachers work together, it takes the burden off the solo 

teacher isolated in his/her classroom.  With such wide range of learning among students, the job 

of a solo teacher may be rather strenuous. Keeping data and continuously monitoring student 

progress are both time consuming activities but essential for student learning providing 

immediate feedback (Bresnahan et al., 2009).  

Participant 3 stated that when done correctly, a teacher can get more content covered 

because co-teachers can divide and conquer different topics or ability group students on area of 

need. Participate 3 also said student achievement growth is evident in the co-taught classes. “We 

usually see a lot more growth in the co-taught section because there is another adult there to help 

them as they need it or notice if something is going on or meet them where they are at a little 

easier.” 

These finding support research conducted by from Kohler-Evans, (2005). They 

identified that the purpose behind the co-teaching model was to enhance the quality of education 

for every student in the classroom. Teachers have a limited time to provide instruction during a 

school year (Kohler-Evans, 2005). Transitions and removing students from the classroom can be 

time consuming and waste valuable instruction time (Kohler-Evans, 2005). 

Participant 4 added that the special education and general education teachers learn 

teaching skills and strategies from each other. Participant 4 added that taking back content 
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learned from the mainstream classes and bringing that information to the pullout classes has 

enhanced the small group pullout classes.  

These findings support the data reported by Chanmugam and Gerlach (2013). They found 

the importance of daily reflection for every teacher after delivering lessons or at the end of the 

day. When teachers plan and reflect together, it allows them to build on their weaknesses and 

strengthen their strengths (Chanmugam & Gerlach, 2013).  It also allows a collaborative style 

of teaching other than the private individual inclusion shared by a teacher who is solo 

(Chanmugam & Gerlach, 2013).    

Participant 4 acknowledged the improvement not only of special education students but 

also those students who do not qualify for special education. These findings are aligned to 

research conducted by Bresnahan et al. (2009). In various schools, the high diversity and wide 

range of learning complicates teaching to assure the entire classroom achieves academic success 

(Bresnahan et al., 2009). The implementation of the co-teacher model allows for differentiated 

groups of students to be exposed to instruction by each teacher (Bresnahan et al., 2009).   

Participant 4 stated that a co-teaching benefit for the students was that it allowed the least 

restrictive environment. At the middle school level, students are motivated by the social aspect. 

These findings are aligned to the findings of Walsh, (2011) who described the social importance 

of keeping students in their classrooms. Avoiding the removal of special education students from 

their classrooms for specialized instruction can have a positive impact socially (Walsh, 2011). 

The chance that students can be accepted by their classmates increased if their classmates did not 

see special attention from an outside resource. Accommodating students in a least restrictive 
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setting allows students to have more responsibilities and they are provided more opportunities for 

quality differentiated instruction (Walsh, 2011).    

Would you recommend the co-teaching model to other districts? why or why not? 

General education teacher 

Participant 1 said that if a district implements the co-teaching model, it needs to be 

implemented properly. This includes giving co-teachers time to meet. Participant 1 added the 

benefits include better teaching, more organized, focused lesson plans and it is easier to address 

the needs of a special education students.  

These findings are aligned with the research of Friend (2008). Forming a teaching culture 

takes time and communication. Teachers, who discuss on regular basis what is the best plan for 

students will experience more success in co-teaching (Friend, 2008). Discussions that take place 

on a regular basis to assure instruction is clear and precise among the co-teaching team members 

are recommended. The teaching relationship should appear fluent and seamless to the affect that 

both teachers are working with all students while addressing individual needs (Friend, 2008).  

Special education teachers 

Participant 2 highly recommended the co-teaching model to other school districts in order 

to provide deeper enrichment for all students. In addition, participant 2 stated the model eased 

the workload among the cooperating teachers if they were using the model effectively.  

These findings support the research revealed by Gately and Gately (2001). They 

believed that to keep the collaborative partnership, co-teachers needed to be willing to receive 

constructive criticism from their fellow teachers. This allows them to stress certain ways to 
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improve instruction, manage student behavior, and to keep communication lines open for the 

teachers.  

Participant 3 added that if implemented correctly and the district had the resources, co-

teaching is a great tool to use when the personalities match up.  

“The years when the pairs are done intentionally to where the personalities go well 

together and you have prep time together, then co-teaching works really well. The 

process needs structured with planning periods and the master schedule is laid out well, it 

will work. What doesn’t work is placing two teachers in the same room and label them 

co-teachers, that can be really unsuccessful.”  

The findings these support research conducted by Kohler-Evans, (2005). The general 

education and special education teachers who are consistently working and being labeled as 

equal partners will start being viewed by parents and students as having equal power (Kohler-

Evans, 2005). This includes having both names on report cards, open house meetings and parent-

teacher conferences and co-ownership of materials, supplies, books, and classroom arrangement 

(Kohler-Evans, 2005).  

 Participant 4 would recommend co-teaching in any district that stated it would increase 

not only student achievement but enhance teacher practices as well. These findings were 

supported by the findings of Graziano and Navarrette (2012) who discussed how two minds can 

problem solve and reflect more effectively and efficiently when working together. Two teachers 

in a classroom allow differentiated learning activities during a day in the classroom (Graziano & 

Navarrete, 2012). They stated that teachers can differentiate at a higher level, organize group 

activities, and reflect with another professional daily to monitor student understanding more 
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effectively (Graziano & Navarrete, 2012). The ability to have impartial learning for the entire 

classroom is extremely valuable with the co-teaching model (Graziano & Navarrete, 2012).   

What do you see as the challenges of the co-teaching model? 

General education teacher 

Participant 1 said a main challenge of co-teaching was to assure having a connection with 

the co-teacher, otherwise it could be confrontational. Participant 1 added that having the right co-

teacher will add attention to detail in the classroom as well as to enhance the daily lesson.  

These findings were supported by the research conducted by Sileo (2011). In “Getting to 

know your Partner,” Sileo stated that when two teachers come together, they need to openly 

communicate to assure the co-teaching process is effective. This may include talking about their 

teaching philosophies, roles, and their goals for the classroom (Sileo, 2011).  

As the two teachers’ relationship grows and different situations arise, communication 

between them need to be clear and concise. The open interaction between the two creates a 

shared a responsibility in the classroom (Sileo, 2011).  

Special education teachers 

Participant 2 addressed the challenges of co-teaching with a first-year teacher 

emphasizing that teachers in their first years of teaching need to learn the content and be 

comfortable with the curriculum before teaming with another individual.  

These findings are supported by the work of Pugach and Winn, (2011) who asserted that  

the co-teacher relationship must be carefully considered, and both teachers should be participants 

in the co-teaching model on a volunteer basis, be on the same page and have confidence in the 

teacher-teacher relationship (Pugach & Winn, 2011). The partnership among teachers cannot be 
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forced as non-volunteer co-teaching partners do not have the same mutual respect for their 

counterpart as those who volunteer (Pugach & Winn, 2011). 

Participant 3 offered that co-teachers need to be able to collaborate and be able to 

problem solve without confrontation when issues become difficult. Participant 3 added that the 

challenges occur when their personalities clash or if they have very different teaching styles, 

which is something students quickly observe. “If the teachers aren’t working well together or if 

they are conflicting and then the kids get confused.”    

These findings support the research of Friend and Cook, (2010) who noted that when 

conflicts occur in classrooms, the shared responsibility of problem solving needs to be 

communicated thoroughly to insure that everyone is on the same page (Friend & Cook, 2010). 

This can be the most critical part of the teamwork on a daily basis and should be professional to 

help students in redirection and success (Friend & Cook, 2010).    

Participant 4 cited co-teacher relationships as a challenge in co-teaching as special 

education teachers may not feel as comfortable with certain curriculum. These findings were 

supported by studies by Chanmugam and Gerlach (2013), and Gately and Gately (2001).  

Chanmugam and Gerlach (2013) found it is vital for teachers to be able to work together 

and be willing to put their differences aside to make their relationship work. Teamwork involves 

planning lessons together and co-existing form a working partnership in the classroom.   

Collaboration also allows co-teachers to focus on aspects of their strengths and 

weaknesses to help improve instruction (Gately & Gately, 2001). Teamwork results in 

a collaborative partnership between the two teachers, often noted by students, and provides a 

perception that the co-teachers have equal control and responsibility (Gately & Gately, 2001).  
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What cautions would you suggest to other districts wanting to use the co-teaching model? 

 

General education teacher 

Participant 1 stressed the importance of proper planning time among the co-teachers 

which depends on the relationship between the teaching partners. Participant 1 added that 

meeting regularly helps builds a co-teaching partnership.  

These findings were supported by the research conducted by Gately and Gately (2001) 

who found the instructional planning and presentation were key components of co-teaching. 

Common instructional planning is vital and needs to occur daily at a certain time to establish a 

routine.  To achieve cohesiveness, developing lesson plans lesson together will avoid having one 

teacher not knowing what a lesson contains (Gately & Gately, 2001). As the two teachers 

become competent in each other’s abilities, the more comfortable they will be to teach together 

(Gately & Gately, 2001). 

Special education teachers 

Participant 2 said co-teaching should not be limited to certain subjects. Friend et al. 

(2010) research reinforced this statement, noting that special education teachers do not always 

have to be limited to one area. Co-teaching is not always limited to having one special education 

teacher in the co-taught classroom the entire day as the teacher may be in the classroom for only 

one class or as needed to accommodate the needs for one student with a disability (Friend et al., 

2010).   

 Participant 4 stated that co-teaching needs to be by choice and teachers should not be 

forced into co-teaching. These findings were found by from Wilson and Blednick (2011) and 

Pugach and Winn, (2011) who offered that creating a co-teaching team may cause some 
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hesitation from administration because the relationship between the two teachers must be the 

right fit to work well (Wilson & Blednick, 2011).  

The co-teacher relationship must be thoroughly planned, and both teachers should be in 

the co-teaching model on a volunteer basis, be on the same page and have confidence in the 

teacher-teacher relationship (Pugach & Winn, 2011). The partnership between two 

teachers cannot be forced; co-teaching partners who have been assigned to co-teach do not 

necessarily have the same mutual respect for their counterpart than those who volunteer to co-

teach. 

 Participant 4 explained that it requires time and support to make a quality teaching team. 

This includes creating strategies on how to co-teach and how to co-plan. These findings support 

the findings of Friend and Cook, (2010) and Howard and Potts (2009) who stated that the 

roles of each of the co-teachers should be established in the beginning of the planning process. 

Doing so helps prevent the special education teacher from feeling like an assistant to the general 

education teacher (Friend & Cook, 2010). Teaching teams that struggled exhibited less 

collaboration, and their different teaching styles often led to conflict (Friend & Cook, 2010).      

Decisions regarding planning periods and the responsibilities of each co-teacher should 

occur well before school begins (Howard & Potts, 2009). This can be accomplished with a 

checklist to assure that each co-teacher is on the same page and even the simplest task gets 

accounted for by a team member (Howard & Potts, 2009).    

 Participant 4 also added that it takes time and patience to become a quality co-teaching 

team, and it is something that the teaching pair needs to be committed to for multiple years. 

These findings support the findings of Friend and Cook (2010). Teachers should believe that 
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the co-teaching experience is rewarding and beneficial to their teaching practices as well as to the 

academic needs of their students research (Friend & Cook, 2010). This is deemed important 

since there are so many time constraints and stressful conditions that may arise during a school 

day; team members need to be respectful of each other’s profession (Friend & Cook, 2010).   

Discussion of the Study Results 

 The study results found that the participating co-teachers agreed that the co-teaching 

models identified by Cook and Friend (1995) were effective. They reported that One teach, One 

assist, Parallel teaching, Station teaching, and Team teaching were the most effective co-teaching 

models. Additionally, research indicated that the co-teaching model serves a purpose; it allows 

for student engagement and the ability for teachers to gather data during instruction.  

 The study findings also revealed that the co-teaching model benefited special education 

students since their teachers were able to provide quality differentiation among all students. This 

allowed co-teachers to provide proper modifications and accommodations for students of all 

abilities. It also benefited students who do not receive special education services.  

 The lack of planning time available to co-teaching teams was one of the primary 

challenges identified by study participants. Over 87% of the participants either agreed or strongly 

agreed that this was a challenge. Among the participants interviewed, it was stated that it is 

difficult to have quality co-teaching without quality co-planning.  

 Scheduling conflicts also were a challenge reported by study participants. Proper 

planning time allows reflections and time for modifications; the co-teachers’ schedules need to 

be aligned to make the required instructional and curricular modifications possible.  
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 The study results further indicated that the two co-teaching models, Team teaching and 

Parallel teaching were most frequently used by study participants. The One teach, One observe 

and the One teach, One assist co-teaching models were reported least frequently employed from 

among the co-teaching models.  

One of the perceived challenges among the general education teachers and special 

education teachers included developing a positive co-teacher relationship. The co-teaching team 

should consist of teachers who volunteer to participate in co-teaching rather than teachers who 

are assigned to such a process.  

Co-planning and scheduling were also challenges mentioned by study interviewees. Co-

planning was identified as needing to be a regularly scheduled time in the day/week to foster a 

productive co-teaching partnership.  

 Study results indicated that the co-teaching model was an effective instructional tool if 

conducted and planned properly. The co-teaching partnership takes time and effort by both 

teachers to make the relationship productive. When co-teaching is working effectively, it benefits 

all students in the class, both academically and socially.  

Limitations 

Limitations of the study were as follows: 

• Eighteen school districts were contacted to participate in the study. School districts 

either declined, were no longer participating in co-teaching or did not respond. This 

resulted in a smaller sample size among co-teaching participants.  

• Consent to conduct the study of middle school co-teachers was obtained only from 

one large Minnesota school district.  
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• A survey reminder was distributed to the agreeing study participants during the 

school district’s transition to distance learning due to school closures during Covid-

19. The survey was sent out to possible teacher participants on four different 

occasions with no additional responses.  

Recommendations for Further Research 

 The following are recommendations for future research:  

• Future research may be conducted to analyze the effectiveness of school districts that 

implement a co-teaching model with English Language Learners (ELL).  

• Future research may be conducted to analyze the expenses of implementing a co-

teaching model in school districts compared to a one teacher model in a classroom.  

• Future research may be conducted to analyze the effectiveness of co-teaching 

partnerships among co-teachers who volunteered to participate in co-teaching 

compared to those who were assigned to participate in co-teaching.  

• Future research may be conducted to focus on only one of the six co-teaching models. 

• Future research may be conducted to examine perceptions of co-teaching teams in 

elementary schools. 

Recommendations for Practice 

 The following are recommendations for practice applicable to administrators who 

implement a co-teaching model.  

• Administration are encouraged to consider having a structured planning period for co-

teaching team members. To build cohesive co-teaching partnership, planning periods 

needs to be structured with an agenda of the needs to be examined during the 
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planning period. Roles need to be established to allow the planning meeting to be 

effective and efficient. Roles need to alternate to assure there is an equal partnership 

among the team members. 

• Administration are encouraged to consider having co-teachers explore (or alternate) a 

variety of co-teaching models during the week. Co-teachers should alternate roles 

regularly to demonstrate to students that there is equal “power” among the co-

teachers.  

• Administration are encouraged to consider providing co-teachers brief periods for 

reflection during the week. This time could be added in the structured planning 

periods to consist of reflections about processes and procedures that were effective 

and measures that could be undertaken to improve student achievement. Co-teachers 

should be encouraged to communicate daily to enhance instruction and differentiation 

among the students.  

• Administration are encouraged to request that co-teachers volunteer for assignment to 

serve in a co-teaching model. To assure a strong co-teaching team, co-teachers who 

volunteer and have a positive and productive working relationship with their partner 

will be more likely to develop into a dynamic team. Merely assigning teachers to 

serve as a co-teacher participant may cause tension and conflict that will reflect 

poorly in the teacher and student classroom performance.  

• Administration are encouraged to consider aligning the schedules of co-teaching team 

members. Teachers will need time to meet and prepare. By aligning their schedules, 

co-teachers will have time for productive planning and reflection.                                          
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Summary 

 To have an effective and efficient co-teaching partnership, personalities and commitment 

to the team is essential. Each of the co-teachers should have time to plan to assure team members 

alignment to the same goals and for the students. Adequate planning time, along with support 

from the administration, will help create a dynamic co-teaching team. Each co-teaching model 

that was identified by Cook and Friend (1995) can be used in a variety of ways to avoid teacher 

complacency and to apply a variety of teaching styles to enhance student achievement for all 

students.  

 If the co-teaching model is conducted properly, it is likely to benefit all students in the 

classroom and not just the special education students. If the model is not conducted properly is 

can have negative effects. The co-teaching model is not only beneficial for students academically 

but also socially. This is due to special education students remaining in the classroom and 

allowing them to feel accepted.  

 When considering implementing the co-teaching model, teachers’ personalities and 

training should be considered; co-teachers should be volunteers and given proper training, 

adequate professional development and planning time to form a well-established co-partnership.  

 The study results provide recommendations for future practice that may benefit existing 

co-teaching teams or teams in school districts that are considering implementing the co-teaching 

model involving a special education teacher and general education teacher in the same 

classroom. 
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Appendix A: Co-teaching Survey 

 

Demographic Questions:  
  

1. Please select the most appropriate response to your teaching responsibilities  
  

a. General education teacher  
b.  Special education teacher   

  
2. How many years have you been teaching?  

a. 3 years or fewer 

b. 4-9 years  
c. 10 or more years 

  
3. How many years have you co-taught?  

a. 1-2 years  
b. 3-4 years  
c. 5 or more years  

  
Please rate the effectiveness of each co-teaching model used in the classroom using a 
Likert scale in which 1=Not effective, 2=Somewhat effective, 3=Very effective or if the 
model has not been used select option 4 for Not Applicable.  
  

1.  One teach, One Observe  

     1 = Not effective   2 = Somewhat effective   3 = Very effective    4 = Not Applicable 

   

2. One Teach, One Assist 

1 = Not effective   2 = Somewhat effective   3 = Very effective 4 = Not Applicable 

  

       3.  Parallel teaching (Each teacher leads half the classroom on the same topic)  

             1 = Not effective   2 = Somewhat effective   3 = Very effective 4 = Not Applicable 

  

      4.  Station teaching (Each teacher teaches a group while a third group is working independently. The 

students rotate groups to enable each teacher to interact with every student.)  

  1 = Not effective   2 = Somewhat effective   3 = Very effective 4 = Not Applicable 

  

       5.  Alternative teaching (Either teacher works in a small group while the other teacher instructs large 

group.)  

1 = Not effective   2 = Somewhat effective   3 = Very effective 4 = Not Applicable 

  

      6.  Team teaching (Two teachers teaching the same topic to the whole group while taking turns 

during instruction.)  

  1 = Not effective   2 = Somewhat effective   3 = Very effective 4 = Not Applicable 
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From your perceptions as a co-teacher please rate the following statements on 
a Likert scale from 1=strongly disagree to 4=strongly agree.  
 
     1.    The co-teaching model has increased the academic achievement of general education students.  

 1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree 5 = Not Applicable 

 

      2.   The co-teaching model has increased the academic achievement of special education students.    

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree 5 = Not Applicable 

  

3. The co-teaching model has simplified the process of establishing a classroom management 

protocol.   

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree  

   

4. The co-teaching model allows for increased opportunities to provide differentiated instruction.  

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree 

   

5. The co-teaching model has led to an overall decrease in negative student behaviors in the 

classroom.    

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree 

    

     6.  Please list any additional benefits  
  

Please rate the following perceived challenges in co-teaching using a 
Likert scale from 1= strongly Disagree to 4=strongly Agree to indicate level of 
agreement with the challenge statement.  
  

1. Lack of training or professional development for co-teaching partners.  
1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree  

  
2.   Personality or philosophical clashes between co-teaching partners.  

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree  
  
3. Scheduling issues between co-teaching partners.  

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree   
 

4. Lack of planning time between co-teaching partners.  
1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree   

 

5. Roles of each co-teacher were not well-established or followed between the co-teaching 
partners.  
1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree 

   
6. Please list any additional challenges.  
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Please rank the following six co-teaching models from 1= the model least used to 6=the 
model that is used the most. If a co-teaching has not been used, put N/A for Not Applicable.  
  
Co-teaching Model Rank  

  
One teach, One Observe ______  
One Teach, One Assist ______             
Parallel teaching______  
Station teaching______  
Alternative teaching______  
Team teaching______  
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Appendix B: Letter to Special Education Administration 

 

Dear Special Education Administration,  

 

As part of the requirements for my Doctoral Degree at St. Cloud State University I am 

conducting a research project on the benefits, challenges, and implementation of the co-teaching 

models in Minnesota public middle schools.  

 

The purpose of this email is to identify the number of co-teaching teams that implement a co-

teaching team of a special education and general education teacher in your middle schools.  

 

If you would please reply to this email with the number of co-teaching teams in your district, it 

would be greatly appreciated.  

 

Thank you for considering this request.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

Michael Weerts 
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Appendix C: Consent to Participate–Survey on Co-teaching with General  

Education and Special Education on a Co-teaching Team   

 

You are invited to participate in a research study about the implementation of middle school co-

teaching using co-teaching teams consisting of a general education and a special 

education teacher. This study will take place in January 20- February 15, 2020.  

 

This purpose of this research is to examine implementation of co-teaching in Minnesota 

Public Middle Schools. This study will reveal co-teaching benefits, challenges, and how six co-

teaching models are utilized in the classroom.  

 

If you agree to be part of the research study, you will be asked to answer 25 survey questions 

related to the implementation of co-teaching in your school. The survey is expected to take 

from 10-15 minutes.  

 

Data collected as part of the survey will remain strictly confidential. Participant names will not 

be disclosed. There will be no personal or professional risks to interviews participants. Direct 

quotes will only be used with permission. During the survey you may refuse to answer any 

questions. After completion of the survey, participants will be asked to volunteer for a 10- 

minute phone interview. Participation in this study is completely voluntary. Your decision 

to participate or not will not affect your current or future relations with St. Cloud State 

University, or the researcher. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time 

without penalty.  

 

If you have questions about this research study, you may contact the primary investigator, 

Michael Weerts at mdweerts@stcloudstate.edu and/or the faculty advisor, Dr. K. Worner at 

ktworner@stcloudstate.edu. Results of the study can be requested from the primary investigator.  

 

Your consent below indicates that you are at least 18 years of age, you have read the information 

provided above, and you have consented to participate.  

 

I have read and agree with the above statements: 
         
          Yes, I would like to proceed with the survey. 
          
          No, I would not like to proceed with the survey.  
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Appendix D: Consent to Participate–Interview with General Education and  

Special Education Teachers Who are Part of a Co-teaching Team  

 

You are invited to participate in a research study about the implementation of co-teaching with a 

general education and a special education teacher in the classroom in your school district. 

 

This purpose of this research is to examine implementation of co-teaching in Minnesota 

Public Middle Schools. This study will reveal information about teachers’ perceptions of co-

teaching benefits, challenges, and six co-teaching models are utilized in their classroom.  

If you agree to be part of the interview portion of the research study, you will be asked 

to answer two interview questions related to your knowledge of the implementation of co-

teaching in your school. Phone interviews are expected to take 10 minutes.  

 

Data collected as part of the individual interviews will remain strictly confidential. Participant 

names will not be disclosed. There will be no personal or professional risks to interviews 

participants. Direct quotes will only be used with permission. During the interview you may 

refuse to answer any questions. After completion of the interview, participants will receive a 

recorded copy and at this point, may expand responses or note omissions. Participation in this 

study is completely voluntary. Your decision to participation or not will not affect your current 

or future relations with St. Cloud State University, or the researcher. If you decide to participate, 

you are free to withdraw at any time without penalty.  

 

If you have questions about this research study, you may contact the primary investigator, 

Michael Weerts at mdweerts@stcloudstate.edu and/or the faculty advisor, Dr. K. Worner at 

ktworner@stcloudstate.edu. Results of the study can be requested from the primary investigator. 

Your consent below indicates that you are at least 18 years of age, you have read the information 

provided above, and you have consented to participate.  

 
I have read and agree with the above statements: 
         

Yes, I would like to proceed with the interview without direct quotes being used.                                                                                 
         

Yes, I would like to proceed with the interview and permission to use direct quotes may 
be used. Transcripts will be sent and participants will have the opportunity to review the 
transcript before being published.   
 

         No, I would not like to proceed with the interview.  
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Appendix E: Interview Questions 

 
Interview Questions:  
  
1.   What do you see as the benefits of the co-teaching model?  

 

2.   Would you recommend the co-teaching model to other Districts? Why or why not?  

 

3.   What do you see as the challenges of the co-teaching model?  

 

4.   What cautions would you suggest to other districts wanting to use the co-teaching model? 
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Appendix F- IRB Approval 
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Appendix G: Email to Participants to Conduct Good Morning  

 
 
My name is Michael Weerts and I am a doctorate student at St. Cloud State University. 
XXXXX gave me your contact information to invite you to participate in the study about 
the implementation of middle school co-teaching using co-teaching teams consisting of 
a general education and a special education teacher.  
 
The purpose of the study is to examine implementation of co-teaching in Minnesota 
Public Middle Schools. The study will reveal co-teaching benefits, challenges, and how 
six co-teaching models are utilized in the classroom.  
 
Data collected as part of the survey will remain strictly confidential. Participant names 
will not be disclosed. There will be no personal or professional risks to interviews 
participants. Direct quotes will only be used with permission. During the survey you 
may refuse to answer any questions. After completion of the survey, participants will be 
asked to volunteer for a 10- minute phone interview. Participation in this study is 
completely voluntary. Your decision to participate or not will not affect your current or 
future relations with St. Cloud State University, or the researcher. If you decide to 
participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without penalty. 
 
If you agree to participate in the study, the 25 question survey should take 10-15 
minutes to complete. Please click on the following link to participate in 
the survey. https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/PZBWTJJ  
 
If you have questions about the study, you may contact the primary investigator, Michael 
Weerts at mdweerts@stcloudstate.edu and/or the faculty advisor, Dr. Kay Worner at 
ktworner@stcloudstate.edu. Results of the study can be requested from the primary 
investigator. 
 
Thanks again for your time, 
 
Michael Weerts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.surveymonkey.com%2Fr%2FPZBWTJJ&data=02%7C01%7Cmdweerts%40go.stcloudstate.edu%7C03674022f6ef4441880208d79ab4524c%7C5011c7c60ab446ab9ef4fae74a921a7f%7C0%7C0%7C637147971616566007&sdata=ZZ0LfxA%2Brau7uQkT12BSK4ndTDIx3%2BH3UZ0ANXIc0SE%3D&reserved=0
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Appendix H: Survey Follow-up Email to Participants to Conduct Survey 

 
 

Good afternoon,  

 

Thank you to everyone who have taken the time to participate in the survey. If you haven't 

already done so, I'd like to invite you again to take the 25 question survey, it should take 10-15 

minutes to complete. The survey window will be closing on February 15, 2020. Please click on 

the following link to participate in the survey. https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/PZBWTJJ  

 

This will be the final notice and I thank everyone who have already taken the time to participate 

in the survey. If you have questions about the study, you may contact the primary investigator, 

Michael Weerts at mdweerts@stcloudstate.edu and/or the faculty advisor, Dr. Kay Worner at 

ktworner@stcloudstate.edu. Results of the study can be requested from the primary investigator. 
  

Thanks again for your time, 
  

Michael Weerts 

 

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.surveymonkey.com%2Fr%2FPZBWTJJ&data=02%7C01%7Cmdweerts%40go.stcloudstate.edu%7C03674022f6ef4441880208d79ab4524c%7C5011c7c60ab446ab9ef4fae74a921a7f%7C0%7C0%7C637147971616566007&sdata=ZZ0LfxA%2Brau7uQkT12BSK4ndTDIx3%2BH3UZ0ANXIc0SE%3D&reserved=0
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